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ABSTRACT 

Anne Graham Rockfellow, virtually unknown to history, deserves a place worthy 

of scholarly attention. Rockfellow's significance to the histories of American architecture, 

of Tucson, and of professional women is explored. She was the first woman architect 

academically trained at M.I.T. (the first recognized school of architecture in the United 

States.) In the mid-1890s she made her first move to Tucson, Arizona, a growing 

southwestern town that akeady had a long history. When Rockfellow permanently 

relocated to Tucson in 1915, she was hired by the H.O. Jaastad architectural firm, where 

she remained until her retirement in 1938. In order to put Rockfellow in a historical 

context, her biography is juxtaposed with the biographies of some of her female 

contemporaries who also chose to pursue careers in the field of architecture. Her 

contributions to the architecture of Tucson and to the development of the Spanish Colonial 

Revival style are also examined. 
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INTRODUCTION 

But around 1915, something began to click. It may have been the 
influence of a young collaborator in Jaastad's firm, or the inspiration of the 
Panama-California Exposition in San Diego. Whatever the stimulus Jaastad 
began to wax eclectic and romantic. And the grace of the Spanish-derived 
architecture that began flowing from this straight-arrow Norwegian is 
simply amazing. 

Only four years later, however, with the design of Tucson's Safford 
School, Jaastad seemed to reach artistic maturity. The building is no perfect 
model of the Mission Revival style - oh its wings stretch out a little too 
long and thick, its fenestration suggests bureaucracy sooner than romance, 
and its twin end pieces want more elaborate decoration ~ but it is a very 
adept marriage of old-world frugality and gentle, feminine graciousness. 
And it's easily the most beautiful building in Tucson. 

L.W. Cheek ~ Tucson Citizen, March 9, 1981 

Anne Graham Rockfellow (1866-1954) was the "young collaborator" Lawrence 

Cheek mentioned in his article entitled, "Henry Jaastad: The Sensitive Architect Who Left a 

Mosaic of Styles," that appeared in the Tucson Citizen on 9 March 1981. "Annie," as she 

was known in Tucson, was one of those in Jaastad's office who attended the Panama-

California Exposition in San Diego in the fall of 1915. ̂ Describing that experience, she 

wrote, " I was much pleased and impressed with the architecture of the Fair buildings, and 

found the 'lessons' very helpful for later southwestern adaptation. "2 In the spring of 1916 

Rockfellow became officially connected with Jaastad's firm, principally as a designer, 

thereby helping it reach its "artistic maturity. "3 Extant documentation credits Rockfellow 

1 A. G. Rockfellow, "Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 3. 
2 Ibid., 1. 
3 A. G. Rockfellow, personal history written for the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, December 
1933. M. Sever in her thesis entitled. The Women ofMJ.T., 1871-1941: Who Were They and What They 
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with the Safford School design as well as being chief designer for many other notable 

buildings in the southwest, including the famous El Conquistador hotel.^ In truth, 

Rockfellow was fifty years old when she became associated with H.O. Jaastad, Architect. 

Not surprisingly, the years leading up to the time she worked in Tucson are as noteworthy 

as those years that followed, in which she left as undeniable mark on the architectural 

history of the southwest. 

The idea for tliis thesis emerged while I was doing research in the Arizona 

Architectural Archives at the University of Arizona. There I learned of Anne Graham 

Rockfellow's important, yet obscure, place in the history of architecture. Professor J. 

Douglas MacNeil (since deceased) of the College of Architecture told me what he knew 

about Rockfellow and assisted me in combing through the Jaastad collection in the college 

archive. MacNeil attributed drawings to Rockfellow by handwriting analysis as very few 

had either a name or a signature. Perhaps, during a less litigious time in history, a 

signature was not as necessary or to sign one's work would have been thought 

presumptuous. From that time, tracing the life and work of a most intriguing architect has 

led me in varied and interesting directions. 

Rockfellow was bom just after the American Civil War, March 12,1866, into a 

small family living in Mount Morris, New York. As a child she traveled through much of 

the east as her family lived in several different cities. When Rockfellow was twelve yeais 

old, she decided she was going to be an architect, a decision that apparently had the 

encouragement and support of her family. Having been shown a Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology catalogue while still in high school, she determined that she would study 

Achieved, gives 1913 as the year AGR became associated with Jaastad. She did do some watercolor 
renderings for Jaastad for a competition prior to the spring of 1916 but it definitely was not as early as 
1913. 

"Tucson Architecture Held Region's Finest," Arizona Daily Star, Nov., 1949. Newspaper articles, 
personal accounts and obituaries list buildings designed by AGR. 
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architecture there. Rockfellow was the first and only woman in tlie Tech course when she 

entered in 1885. In 1887 she received her Diploma in Architecture. 

From 1887 to 1893, she worked in Rochester, New York. Then, due to a 

recession that affected the building mdustry, she traveled to Tucson, Arizona, to take a 

teaching position at the University of Arizona. Rockfellow traveled back and fordi between 

the east coast and Arizona twice before settling permanently at Tucson in 1915. During her 

stays in the east, she practiced architecture in several cities, including Rochester, Buffalo, 

Detroit, Mt. Morris, Nashville, and Moose Jaw, Canada. She also joined a touring club 

and toured Europe by bicycle in 1898 . 

From 1915 to 1938, Rockfellow practiced architecture in Tucson in the firm of 

Henry O. Jaastad. Because of her education and experience she could design any building 

type in any style a client requested. Rockfellow, however, was completely enamored with 

the southwest: the geography, vegetation, desert sky, and the architecture of the Indian and 

Mexican peoples. Thus, she frequently encouraged her clients to build architecture that 

was most appropriate to the region. 

Historical data has been drawn from primary source materials such as architectural 

drawings, newspaper accounts, city directories, brief biographical notes, correspondence, 

photographs, and direct interviews. Secondary sources include regional literature, 

professional journals, and periodicals. These materials come from the University of 

Arizona Libraries, including Architecture, Main, and Special Collections; Arizona State 

University Libraries, including Architecture, Hayden, and Noble; the Arizona Historical 

Society, the Buffalo Historical Society, the Chicago Historical Society, the Detroit 

Historical Society, the M.I.T. Library Archives, the Santa Barbara Historical Museum, the 

Saskatchewan Architectural Heritage Society, and the Tennessee Historical Society; the 

Arizona Technical Registration Board of Archiiecture, and the American Institute of 

Architects. 
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Direct interviews, both formal and informal, were conducted with relatives of the 

architect, including her two gi'eat nieces, (Maiy Ann Duddleson of RollinghiUs Estate, 

California, and Margaret Arnold of Grafton, Massachusetts) and a great grand nephew, 

(Allan Waite of Tucson, Arizona). The interviewees were provided with questions in 

advance so they could review any biographical items they may have had. The interviews 

provided information of personal experiences and impressions as well as an oral history 

account of the Rockfellow family. 

The research first will provide a narrative of the life of Anne Graham Rockfellow, a 

compilation of all that has been found in tlie tracing of her life. Second, her experience as 

one of the few nineteenth-century women architects is paralleled with the experiences of her 

female counterparts. Third, an attempt is made to introduce the reader to the Tucson 

Rockfellow came to know and love by providing a historical background of Tucson up to 

the time of her first move west. Fourth, a description of the Panama-California Exposition 

at San Diego is given as the possible link to some of Rockfellow's architecture in Tucson 

and other communities in the southwest. Last, Rocicfellow's architectural legacy in the 

southwest is presented through detailed descriptions and analysis of some of the buildings 

attributed to her. 

Appendix A comprises a complete list of buildings attributed to Rockfellow on the 

basis of drawings found in the Jaastad Collection in the Arizona Architectural Archives. 

The organization of the list follows the current format used at the archives. The method of 

attribution is explained in advance of the list. Appendix B includes the transcribed 

interviews with Maty Ann Duddleson and Margaret Arnold. Each question and answer are 

assigned a number, which is referred to in the text where necessary. Appendix C includes 

publications and public addresses by Rockfellow: "The Nutshell," a three-page article 

describing a house she designed; "Architectural Alphabet," a poem she authored; 

transcripts of three radio addresses she made to the Tucson audience of KVOA radio 
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station; an essay entitled, "From Tucson to the Mexican Boarder Through the Papago 

Indian Reservation," and an obituary from the Santa Barbara News. 

Tlie research is organized in such a way as to place Rockfellow in the context of her 

contribution to the histories of: (a) Architecture, both in general and in particular the history 

of the architectural profession in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; (b) Women, as 

Rockfellow was a pioneer in more than one respect; and (c) Tucson, as she left tangible 

evidence of her architectural design for subsequent generations to use and admire. 

Although the research completed to date is extensive, there is much more to be done 

before it can be called a definitive work. On-site research could possibly uncover other 

buildings attributable to Rockfellow in the cities of Rochester, Detroit, Buffalo, and 

Nashville. A survey of the buildings by the architects she worked with in the various cities 

would give insight into some of the influences and interactions she experienced during 

those early years. An issue that is briefly discussed in Chapter Two, the theory that those 

women entering the architectural profession in the nineteenth century had a different set of 

circumstances than those women entering in the twentieth century (particularly after the two 

world wars) could also be an area for a more in-depth research. 

Many thanks go to the family of Anne Graham Rockfellow, or N'Annie as they 

kne\v her. With their enthusiastic contributions a more complete history of Rockfellow's 

life is documented. 

Finally, it must be noted that with the guidance and patience of my faculty, 

particularly Dr. Abigail Van Slyck, and the support of my family, my husband Rizal and 

children, Jean-Paul and Isabella, this project has been brought to fruition and for this I am 

most grateful. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

ANNE GRAHAM ROCKFELLOW: A BIOGRAPHY 

Anne Graham Rockfellow was born March 12,1866, not quite one year after 

Robert E. Lee surrendered to Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox, ending the Civil War. She 

was bom at Mount Morris, New York, a town in the Gennesse Valley that was "organized" 

in 1794 and which, at that time of her birth, was a thriving town of three thousand.^ 

Samuel and Julia Rockfellow's son, John, was eight years old when their second child, 

Anne, joined their family.^ There were only the two children and despite the difference in 

their ages Anne and John would remain close throughout their lives. Samuel Rockfellow 

had a mercantile business in Mount Morris and was "quite an esteemed member of the 

community."^ Of his wife, Julia, there is very little information available, but it is thought 

by relatives that Anne acquired her artistic talent from her mother. 

Mary Ann Duddleson, one of Rockfellow's great nieces, described her aunt as a 

child as being head strong, independent, and adventuresome. She had red hair with curls 

and enjoyed dressing in her older brother's cloths. A photograph of Rockfellow at age 

four (fig. 1) shows her wearing a little boy's suit, with high button up shoes. Tlie velvet, 

bolero style jacket, had belonged to John. Rockfellow told her niece that she loved her 

brother's boots, but they spoiled her gate. Duddleson was of the opinion that her great 

^ A.G. Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933, 1. 
® Darwood Howes, American Women 1935-1940: A composite Biographical Dictionary. Detroit, 
Michigan: Gale Research Company,1981,786. Samuel L. and Julia Lucinda (Conkey) Rockfellow. 
' Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D7a] 
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gi'eat grandparents, Samuel and Julia, must have been ahead of their time. They allowed 

and encouraged their daughter to do "things girls did not do in those days."^ 

Rockfellow's hfe was rich in experiences from its very beginning. Her childhood 

was somewhat atypical of that of other children growing up in the second half of the 

nineteenth century in the United States, as the cucumstances surrounding her parent's 

health caused the family to move or travel quite often. RockfeUow was quite impressed by 

the sights and experiences during those early years. Perhaps seeing new places and 

meeting new people instilled in her a sense of adventure as well as the self-esteem needed 

to forge a path in life quite different fiom most of her female contemporaries. 

In 1869, when Rockfellow was three years old she made her first trip to New York 

City. Her recollections of that trip, written in 1933 when she was 67, are in the Archives 

of the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society (AHPS): 

Perhaps the first concrete remembrance of my babyhood was, at the 
age of three, a trip to New York with my parents to visit my Aunt Mary for 
whose daughter I was named. My Aunt Mary was a sister-in-law of 
George Graham, tiie publisher of Graham's Magazine, which accounts for 
the Graham in my cousin Annie's name and mine. I never saw the cousin, 
she died before my advent in North America. I dimly remember "Uncle 
George and Aunt Lizzie Graham" on that early visit, also my cousin. Col. 
Harry Rockefeller who lost his right arm in the civil war.^ 

Two years later Samuel sold his mercantile business in Mount Morris and moved the family 

to Rochester, New York. Having been advised to live an outdoor life to "strengthen his 

vitality," Samuel engaged in the nursery business.During this year, five-year-old 

Rockfellow played among the nursery packing boxes, waded in the creek that ran through 

the nursery property and watched her fatiier cut the yard grass with a scythe. In the winter. 

8 Ibid. 
^ A. G. Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933, 1. 

Ibid. 
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art  Ht i i te Hofr l ju l^r ,  Si ,  Y.  

Figure 1. Anne Graham Rockfellow, ca 1871, 
Rochester, New York. 
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her father and her brother John, who was thirteen years old when the family moved to 

Rochester, would place a well-wrapped Annie on her Christmas sled and draw it to the 

Mission Sunday School Christmas tree. The winters in Rochester with its "SNOW" 

impressed little Miss Rockfellow, she thought of them as "real winters."^^ A summer 

event that impressed Rockfellow was a Fourth of July celebration when John ended up 

with a powder-blackened face caused by the canon used in the festivities. 

The following year the Rockfellow family moved south, this time for Julia's health. 

Ties to Rochester, however, were not completely severed, as the Rockfellows would return 

there a few years later. Their journey took in New York City, Washington, D.C., and 

Richmond, Virginia. In light of this itinerary, perhaps they were seeking a warmer climate. 

Rockfellow later remembered things such as seeing Tom Thumb and his theatrical company 

sitting at special tables in the dining room of a hotel in Washington and the wimessing of 

the hanging of a murderer at Edenton, North Carolina, where her family stayed during the 

winter months. In Edenton she started school, in a building that she would remember for 

the rest of her life. For the AHPS, she wrote the following: 

The school was kept by two of four maiden sisters. Their home 
was historically interesting having been built for the bride of the first 
governor of the state. The house was of Colonial design and the oak 
paneling in the main rooms was brought from England in a sailing vessel. 

The school room was in one of the old slave houses, in the second 
storey reached by an outside stairway. There was much whitewash on the 
walls both outside and in. The desks were placed against the walls with 
continuous benches. When studying you faced the wall but turned around 
on your bench for recitations. The study of arithmetic was started with 
"sums" in those days. 

When the time came for our return to New York state, a party was 
given me by the teachers in their beautiful rose garden and supper was 
served in the large paneled dining room. One little boy had to come to the 
party barefooted because he had six toes on one foot and could not get 
shoes to fit. Of course I would remember that! 

Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
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Rockfellow attended this school in Edenton, N.C., from the age of six to the age of nine. 

Surprising for a child of that young age is her awareness of the spatial surroundings, from 

tlie placement of furniture to the particular building materials employed. Those mental 

notes obviously stayed with her. 

In 1875 the Rockfellow family decided to return to Rochester, New York. In route 

John took his little sister to watch men fishing for oysters in Norfolk, Virginia. From the 

Port of Norfolk the family boarded a ship which took them as far as New York City. 

Finally, after they arrived at Rochester, Rockfellow was enrolled in a private school, which 

she attended from the time she was nine years old until she was twelve. During summer 

holidays, she would roam the city and the beaches along Lake Ontario. Although it does 

not seem that pursuing a career as an architect had entered Rockfellow's mind at this point, 

she did spend her play time in the winter building snow "igloos" as well as the other 

activities children at ten or twelve years old might engage in. 

Samuel Rockfellow took his daughter to the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, in 1876. Samuel and Annie, along with thousands of people, saw for the 

first time products and manufactures of the entire nation brought together, including 

Alexander Graham Bell's telephone. Anne was most impressed with the making of pins 

and, of course, the Corliss engine, the largest steam engine in the world at that time.^3 

mentioned in her piece for the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society that "not a thing 

escaped me" at the Centennial Exposition. 

In 1878, Rockfellow and her family spent their summer holidays at Saratoga 

Springs, New York, a town famous for its medicinal springs. It was hoped that Julia 

would benefit from the spring waters. The following autumn they returned to live at Mount 

The success of the Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876 and others such as the Great 
Exposition in London in 1851, inspired other cities to plan expositions marking special anniversaries. One 
of them, the Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco, CA, of which an offshoot was held in San 
Diego, CA, was also attended by A.G. Rockfellow. 

A.G. Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933, 2. 
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Morris. The next three years Rockfellow characterized as "three years of hotel life.''^^ 

From the time Rockfellow was twelve years old until she was fifteen, the Rockfellow 

family apparently lived in hotels, dividing their time between Mount Morris in the winters 

and Saratoga Springs in the summers. At some point during these three years Rockfellow 

decided that she would become an architect. According to a brief biographical essay 

entitled "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," which was written when she was 

living in retirement in California, the events that led to her interest and ultimate career 

decision were these: 

There [Mt. Morris] I entered an old established private school and 
became devoted to a pupil, some five or six years my senior, who was 
collecting skulls and bones towards a medical career. 

TTiat inspired me to select a profession. That year some friends of 
my parents, after taking an interest in plans I had drawn for my doll houses, 
remarked to my father that he ought to make an architect of me. I asked 
father what an architect was, and after his definition, emphatically 
announced that I was "going to be one." Later when doing "prep-school 
work" in Rochester, a school-mate brought from Boston a catalogue from 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and about the same time I was 
encouraged to show some later-than-doll-house plans to an architect caller. 
He advised me to take the Tech course, and offered me a place in his office 
when the course was completed. 

Rockfellow was about twelve or thirteen years old when she was introduced to the idea of 

being an architect. She became "devoted" to a fellow student who aspired to a profession 

and then on two separate occasions at her home she was encouraged to look into the 

architectural profession. Perhaps the first time was in jest, but the second time it was an 

architect from Rochester, William C. Walker, who offered her a position in his office when 

she completed her studies. 

Ibid. 
A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 1. It was probably written 

before she moved to California. It is known that Rockfellow was involved in the "architecture business" at 
Rochester for six years following her studies at but only the firm of William C. Walker is 
documented. It is not known if she worked for any other firms. 
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493 Wnshln^ton St Itoaton 

Figure 2. Anne Graham Rockfellow, ca 1887, Boston, 
Massachusetts. On receiving diploma from M.I.T.. 
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In 1885, when Rockfellow entered the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (the 

first recognized school of architecture in the United States), she was the first female to do 

so.'^ There were other women enrolled in other curricula that M.I.T. offered, but none in 

the school of architecture. The following is a personal account of her experience: 

I was the only girl in the architectural department, and almost the 
only one in Tech. The few then enrolled were taking Chemistry with Ellen 
H. Richards, the founder of "Home Economics." 

Naturally I was a surprise to "the boys" and somewhat so to the 
professors. We got along very well. There were some fellow students that 
I think at first mildly resented me, but most of them were good comrades, 
helpful and friendly. Even in other departments I found friends. 

I felt that the reputation of my sex on my shoulders and worked long 
and hard. 

Not that I love mice... but one day in the Mechanical Drawing class 
a mouse appeared. Whether or not the boys herded it my way I do not 
know, but every head was turned in my direction, evidently expecting a 
feminine screech. Fortunately I was on a high stool and could calmly watch 
the mouse run around the comer. I fancied I saw disappointment in the 
class! 

Coeds were not so numerous, nor so popular, in those days, but my 
business was study, yet I could relax happily at a foot-ball game, a dance, 
or a "Ladies Night" and have a good time. The fact that my "extras" at the 
dances ran ahead of the music might indicate the growing comradeship 
among "the boys." 

At times our designs were hung in the library for criticism and 
lettered so the student's name was not known. On one occasion the French 
professor of design started to say "Miss", hesitated, and finally said "Miss 
D", but of course with only one Miss in the class the "beans were spilled" 
and everyone laughed. 

If a design was poor fellow students dubbed the author an 
"architect" with soft ch. 

1'' Ibid.,1. 
Judith Paine,"Pioneer Women Architects," Women in American Architecture: A Historic and Contemporary 
Perspective, ed.: Susana Torre, 1977, 55. Paine writes, "By 1890 two women had completed the special 
two-year course in architecture, and a third, Sophia Hayden was the first to graduate from the full four-year 
program." 
M.Bever, The Women ofMJ.T. . 1871-1941: Who Were They and What They Achieved., 1976, 154. 
Lists A.G. Rockfellow with the Class of 1889, but having finished the two year "Special Course" in 1887. 
P.64, lists Lois Lilley Howe in the Class of 1890, the same year Sophia Hayden completed the four year 
program. Perhaps L.L.Howe was one of the two that finished the "Special Course" by 1890 Judith Paine 
mentioned. 
TECHNIQUE,IS85,40. "Class of 1887," "Sophomore Class," Rockfellow, Annie G., IV.*, Mt. Morris, 
NY, 41 Upton St. (IV - indicates Architecture and * - indicates "special-students.") 
TECHNIQUE, 1886,21. "Class of 1887," "Junior Class," Rockfellow. Annie G., * Mt.Morris, NY, 
67 Chandler St. (asterisk denotes "Special Student".) 
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My Tech days ended in 1887, and it was most gratifying to hear the 
following from one of my classmates when he called to say good-bye: — 
"Rocksy, I am not telling this to flatter you, but there is not one girl in 3000 
who could have studied here as you have and been as universally liked and 
respected. 

Rockfellow's time spent at M.I.T. left her with pleasant memories. Being one of the few 

women on campus not only attracted attention in classes, but also made her quite popular 

at social events. Her rapport with "the boys" seems to have been friendly and relaxed, but 

the emphasis she put on gender in her memoirs indicates gender was an issue. However, 

the fact that she was female did not prevent her from attending M.I.T. nor did it prevent her 

from graduating. 

In the M./.r. 20th Annual Catalogue, 1884-1885 the following entry appeared 

and was included in subsequent catalogues: "Women who are properly qualified are 

admitted to any of the courses of the school."'^ Rockfellow was admitted as a "Special 

Student," but it is not known if she went through the regular admissions procedures which 

included a three-day entrance exam. The "Special Student" classification was given to 

students doing an abbreviated course. The M.I.T. 15th Annual Catalogue 1879-1880 

mentions "Special Students": 

'Special Students' will be allowed to enter special divisions of either 
of the courses,— as, for example, the classes of mathematics, chemistry, 
physics, drawing, engineering, metallurgy, architecture, natural history, 
etc., —on giving satisfactory evidence to the Faculty that they are prepared 
to pursue with advantage the studies selected Examinations for the 
above-mentioned class of students will be held at the times of the regular 
entrance examinations.^^ 

A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938,1. At college she was known as 
"Rocksy," in her professional life her colleagues called her "Rocky" or "Annie" and to all her nieces and 
nephews she was affectionately known as "N'Annie." 

M. Bever, The Women of M.I.T.., 1871 to 1941: Who Were They, What They Achieved, 1976, 77. 
M.I.T.:20th Annual Catalogue, 1884-1885, Boston: 1884: p.57. Also, M.I.T.: 21st Annual Catalogue, 
1885-1886, Boston: 1885; p.63 and M.I.T.: 22nd Annual Catalogue, 1886-1887, Boston; p.68. Course IV 
was known as "Building Architecture" from 1865/66 to 1.882/83. In 1883/84 it was officially renamed 
"Architecture." 77. 

Ibid. 26. M.I.T., 15th Annual Catalogue, 1879-1880, Boston; p.30. 
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Presumably Rockfellow gave satisfactory evidence to the faculty that she was prepared to 

pursue with advantage the study of architecture. 

Rockfellow's financial status during the time she studied at M.I.T. is not revealed 

in the documents available; but Marilynn A. Beaver, in her thesis entitled The Women of 

1871 to 1941: Who Were They, What They Achieved, states that the women 

classified as "Special Students" came from wealthy families and were graduates mainly of 

private high schools. Rockfellow was a graduate of a private high school, and her father 

Samuel was an "esteemed" member the Mt. Morris community.^i Financial status, without 

a doubt, played a major role in Rockfellow's ability to attend M.I.T.; but her family's 

psychological support for their only daughter's far from conventional desire to be an 

architect must be given equal credit. 

On completion of her architectural studies at M.I.T. in 1887, Rockfellow returned 

to Rochester and was employed as a draftsman by William C. Walker of 701 E&B 

Building.22 Walker was the architect who had promised her a position in his firm when 

she completed the Tech course. In January of 1888 she took up residence as a boarder at 

67 Frank Street, Rochester. Her professional involvement in architecture seemed to be as 

positive an experience as her academic experience. At least it was the positive side (if there 

was another) that she recorded: 

There, again, the "force" seemed friendly and helpful. Sometimes a 
new, young, draftsman was not quite pleased at taking suggestions from a 
woman but they usually recovered sufficiendy to make smooth going. 

The contractors coming for plans to figure, or for conferences, were 
really quite respectful. Some clients were a litde dubious when they found 
their plans were being prepared by a woman. On the other hand some were 
so pleased at the end that their appreciation was occasionally expressed with 
a box of nice candy. Often when introduced as being in architectural work 

Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D7a] 
22 Carl Schmidt, Architects and Architecture of Rochester, 1959,164. It is noted that she was employed 
as a draftsman but she apparently advanced to the ranks of giving the newer draftsmen orders. 
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some one would say, "Oh, perhaps interior decorating?" My reply usually 
was that I was glad to specialize in interior decoration at a Thanksgiving or 
Christmas dinner.23 

As in her experience at college, Rockfellow's professional experiences seem to have been 

positive. Her colleagues treated her with respect and the firm's clients, as would be 

expected, were divided. She may have been able to take inappropriate comments lightly, 

but she did not hesitate to respond. 

"One of the many Depressions" as Rockfellow put it, brought her tenure in the 

Walker firm to an end. In 1893, a national economic downturn affected the building 

industry severely. The exact moment when Rockfellov/ left the firm is not known, but she 

continued to live in the east. It is possible that she retumed to Mount Morris where her 

parents were still living. Whether she was just visiting or actually residing in Mount 

Morris, it is known that she rode in the Mount Morris Centennial Parade in 1894.24 

Sometime in early 1895, before her departure from the east, she had her photograph taken. 

The following description of the photograph by her great niece, Mary Ann Duddleson, 

offers a glimpse of how she thought she should portray herself in light of her professional 

status: 

I notice as she becomes an adult, for instance a photo taken in 1895 
when she was 29, she is in a very elaborate ball gown with her hair all done 
up in a perruque with a comb sticking out of it and she wore littie funny 
rimless glasses that people wore in those days, in fact it was a pince-nez. 
She looks quite stem, but I think it belies the sense of humor she had 
underneath. I think they were for her work and I am surprised she allowed 
herself to be photographed in them. Perhaps she did due to the times and 
being a profession^ woman when there weren't so many. She might have 
worn the glasses as a ploy to make herself look more serious. It would have 
been like her to do that.^^ 

A.G.Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-ED," 1938,2. 
A.G. Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer SocieIy,1933, 1. 
Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D6a] 
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Duddleson describes her aunt in the photograph as looking "quite stem," not reflecting her 

sense of humor. It is difficult to discern personality from nineteenth-century photographs 

since they record very stiff and formal poses. If in fact the wearing of glasses for a 

photograph was intended to make her look serious, perhaps it was that same independent 

spirit that aided her when she left the east for Arizona. 

Rockfellow's brother, John, had ventured west in 1879, seeking adventure as well 

as a better climate for health reasons.^^ He made his new home Tucson, Arizona, and 

introduced his sister and their parents to this very different land through enthusiastic 

descriptions in his correspondence. Because of the unemployment situation in the east, 

Rockfellow was persuaded by her brother to join him in Tucson. At that time, among other 

endeavors, John was a professor of mathematics at the University of Arizona.^' He was 

able to secure a teaching position at the university for Rockfellow, so she made her way 

westward in 1895. In a newspaper article entitled, "Woman Architect Has Local Career of 

Unusual Interest," in the 8 February 1933 edition of the Arizona Daily Star, Kathleen 

O'Donnell offered the following romanticized account: 

She left the east, brimful of all the vigor, life, capacity for enjoyment and 
cheery anticipation which have stood her in such good stead here since her 
arrival. She was on her way to the west for the first time: on her way to be 
a member of the faculty of the University of Arizona. 

The official university report lists "Miss Rockfellow" as an Assistant in die Preparatory 

Department, 1895-1897.28 She taught fust- and second-year English with about fifteen 

students in each class, fu-st-year geography with thirty-seven students, and first- and 

second-year United States history with thirty-seven and thirty-one students, respectively.^^ 

She earned a salary of approximately $1500.00 annually.^o Of her teaching experience 

Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix, B [D3a] 
1896 Annual Report of the Board of Regents, University of Arizona, listed on page titled "Faculty and 

Other Officers" 
An obituary in the University of Arizona Archives 

29 Ibid. 21. 
Ibid. 10. Salary derived from salary paid "Teacher of Modem Languages." 
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she later wrote, "I did not like teaching in general, but the drawing classes and my one 

pupil in architecture were interesting." Neither the drawing classes nor the architecture 

class was listed in the official report of the Board of Regents, so one may assume that these 

were private students or students being tutored by Rockfellow whom she enjoyed the most. 

After two years Rockfellow grew tired of teaching English, history, and drawing at 

the Uriversity of Arizona.^i With her westem earnings, which even included the proceeds 

of a settlement from an investment of a cow and a calf on her brother's ranch, she returned 

to New York to prepare for a four-month bicycle adventure through continental Europe and 

Great Britain.32 For Rockfellow at age 32, this trip would become the highlight of her life. 

She traveled with another woman, a school classmate. The two women rode their bikes 

mainly through France and Great Britain with Rockfellow keeping her eye on "architectural 

culture." Keeping in mind that she was an academically trained architect, the "architectural 

classics," as she put it, caught most of her attention. Among the tilings she collected along 

the way were books on the French Chateaux which she treasured for many years following 

that trip.33 Yet, Europe at the end of the nineteenth century offered a very full palette. 

Rockfellow would have seen both original and revived versions of many architectural 

3 ̂  Kathleen O'Donnell, "Women Architect Has Local Career of Unusual Interest," Arizona Daily Stai\ 2-
8-33 
32 The story of the cattle investment is mentioned in, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," but 
was elaborated on in an interview with Allen Waite, Annie's great great nephew. It is also mentioned in 
correspondence from Annie to Dr. R.W. Forbes. Dec. 12,1946. "The preface began when I was at the 
tender age of eight. A friend of father's visited us and when he left he placed a five dollar bill in one of my 
books. My surprise was a happy one. Father suggested counting the pennies and dimes in my toy bank. 
The whole netted $8.00. He took me to the Monroe County Savings bank of Rochester. I came away the 
proud possessor of my first bank book. There was increases from time to time. 

"Nearly ten years later my brother was engaging in the cattle business in Arizona. It was 
suggested, perhaps jokingly at first, that I might buy a cow. All that summer I washed the surrey, at .25 
cents an hour, sold my baby crib, and picked up in various ways a few additions to my bank account. 

"Finally I sent enough for an cow and a calf, which I promptly named "Monroe" and "Primus," 
respectively. Monroe was killed by a Southern Pacific train and I was awarded $25.00 damages which I 
used for another cow, all of which eventually led to the remark by Giff Allaire, when he was a boy, 
watching the cows at the N.Y Ranch... There goes Jack's sister's cow heifer's calf.'... After the interlude of 
teaching at the U of A. in the nineties I sold my cattle and used the proceeds for a trip abroad. As a member 
of a bicycling club I had a wonderful time wheeling in various countries." 
33 Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D1 la-13a] 
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styles. So many European architects had looked back to revive styles from the past that, 

by the end of the century, one could have seen remarkable numbers of buildings derived 

from Romanesque, Gothic, Byzantme, Renaissance and Baroque traditions. And at the 

close of the century a few younger architects were trying to devise a totally new style. Art 

Nouveau, expressive of the age. No doubt Rockfellow, with her penchant for detail, took 

it all in and drew upon her experience when she returned to the practice of architecture. 

On return from her European adventure, Rockfellow took up "architecting," once 

again in her home state of New York. She involved herself in private practice at Mount 

Morris from 1898-1906, during which time she also kept house for her father since her 

mother died in 1900.^4 The following is what she wrote of her experience as a female 

involved in the architectural profession at the turn of the century: 

At one time I had designed a residence for a friend in another town 
and went there to "stake it out." The contractor met the father of my client 
and asked the gentleman if he had seen "The Female Arghitect" (soft ch.) 
When told in the affinnative he seemed quite impressed. 

Another time I spent several days at a country estate supervising 
some additions. An elderly mason, with a Santa Claus beard, had dug an 
irregular hole for a porch support and was dumping in stones regardless of 
size and position and mortar. When I suggested following the plans and 
specifications, which called for square piers laid in cement mortar (and I 
tried to be diplomatic) he threw in another rock, picked up his shovel and 
walked. 

My client and I knew tliat masons were scarce in the neighborhood, 
but, with a horse-and-buggy, we found one who proved to be the son of 
our Santa Claus. He said his father was sometimes rather "putchicky" and 
didn't like women, but hg would take over the work and follow 
specifications .^5 

It seems that, as a professional, Rockfellow was met by a variety of responses. Often the 

initial response was one of surprise, but she seemed to gain the respect of most. When 

Durwood Howes.ed., American Women 1935-1940: A Composite Biographical Dictionary, vol.2, 
1981, 768. Annie was secretary for the Mt. Morris Monday organization from 1898 to 1906. It is from 
this information that it was determined that she lived in Mt. Morris during those years. 

A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938,2. 



Figure 3. Anne Graham Rockfellow, ca 1898, Mt. Morris, New York. 
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faced with a negative situation, such as the one with the elderly mason, she did what was 

necessary to get the work completed. 

Rockfellow's father, Samuel, retired from business at age 79 and moved to Tucson 

to spend his retirement with his son, and his family at the Cochise Stronghold, John's 

ranch near Tombstone, Arizona. Anne Rockfellow, forty years old at that time, remained 

in the east were she had established herself as an architect. She was employed in 

architects' offices and on her own in Detroit and Buffalo until 1909.36 

The January 1905 edition of Good Housekeeping contained an article, entitled 

"The Nutshell," by Annie Graham Rockfellow. This three-page article describes a house 

designed by Rockfellow and includes not only a photograph of the completed project, but 

also floor plans for both the ground floor and second storey and sketches of the interior 

rooms. Rockfellow's opening paragraph explains why her design was of interest to the 

editors and readers of such a widely circulated journal: 

There is pictured herewith a little house which has won 
commendation in its own town for compactness and livable qualities, in so 
much that there have been numerous requests for the plans. In the hope that 
it may be of interest and value to the members of a vastly larger community, 
it is herewith given to the public.^' 

The key words for the audience of 1905 were "compactness" and "livable qualities" as 

there was a movement at that time towards more efficient and manageable dwellings. Good 

Housekeeping provided its readers with the latest ideas in everything from child-rearing 

and managing a household efficiently, which included how to train your servants, to 

A.G.Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933, 2. 
A.G. Rockfellow, "The Nutshell," Good Housekeeping, iwmaiy \9Q5,\\6-\\^. See Appendix. 

(Rockfellow uses the word 'articles' plural, but only "The Nutshell," as been located in published form.) 
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fashion and etiquette. Perhaps due in part to the early women's movement or the 

phenomena of a growing middle-class, there was a demand for houses for people who 

were not able to have servants to do the housekeeping but wanted efficient floor plans and 

those "livable qualities" that would have been found in grander houses of that period. 

"The Nutshell" article brought Rockfellow some commissions, (presumably 

residential but none have been substantiated), one of which was actually in Moose Jaw, 

Canada, forty-three mUes west of Regina, Saskatchewan.^^ A large town even in the early 

part of the century. Moose Jaw was an important connection for the Canadian Pacific 

Railroad and evidentiy was sizable enough to be in die circulation area of Good 

Housekeeping magazine. 

When Rockfellow's father took a turn for the worse in 1909, she did not seem to 

hesitate in making the cross-country trek to Arizona to be witii him. From all accounts, 

Samuel Rockfellow was known as a pillar of the community in Tombstone and was loved 

dearly by Anne and her familyFrom 1909 to 1911 she stayed at the Cochise 

Stronghold ranch with her father. Whether or not she worked on any architectural 

commissions during this two-year period is not known. It is likely that she gave most of 

her attention to her father and took that time to become better acquainted with the desert of 

southern Arizona. As an avid horseback rider, she was able to explore her brother's vast 

ranch. She came to love a part of the ranch that had a "beautiful" rocky point which looked 

up at the Dragoon Mountains. In later years she would design her "dream house" for that 

specific site and called it "Sqawgee," an Apache Indian word.'^ Rockfellow wrote that she 

Contact was made with the Saskatchewan Architectural Heritage Society to try and locate a building or 
records of a building designed by A.G. Rockfellow, but as of the completion of this research no information 
had been located. Rockfellow wrote in "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," that the Moose Jaw 
commission came as a result of the Good Housekeeping article. 

Margaret Arnold, interview, see Appendix B [A 12a] 
Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D4a.] The author was unable to identify the exact 

translation of the word "Sqawgee." The following individuals or institutions were asked to aid in the 
search: Apache Indians from the San Carlos, White Mt., Mascalaro, and Camp Verde reservations: 
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"remained until my father's release from months of physical failure.Samuel 

Rockfellow was eighty-four years old at the time of his death. Rockfellow returned to 

Mount Morris by train with the body of her father for funeral and burial in 1911. 

Rockfellow purchased a house at 17 Buckingham Street, a town house in a very 

fashionable part of Rochester, New York.'^^ Once again she was in private practice, 

having set up an office in her house. During this time one of her commissions was for a 

house that she designed for her brother in Tucson.43 He had it built under the supervision 

of a local Tucson architect. 

In 1912, twenty five years after Rockfellow finished her architectural studies at 

M.I.T., her class organized a reunion. The organizers passed the word around and asked 

alumni if they were interested in attending such a function. Rockfellow responded 

affirmatively but signed her name "A.G. Rockfellow." The reunion dinner was held at the 

Harvard Club, a men-only club, so she was not allowed to join her class. The person in 

charge had not realized that "A.G. Rockfellow" was a woman. Word went around the next 

day of what had happened, so the class held a special dinner for her that nighL''^ 

The years in Rochester were described as winters of sleet and ice and sore-throats. 

Needless to say, or as she herself put it years later, "cactus gets under the skin."'^^ The 

Arizona desert had won her over. In 1915 A.G. Rockfellow, Architect, closed up her 

Rochester office and headed south and west in search of warmer climates. She went first 

to Nashville, Tennessee, to look into a partnership possibility. Staying just long enough to 

anthropology departments and libraries at both Arizona State University and the University of Arizona; and 
the Native American Institute. 

A.G. Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933,2. 
Call Schmidty Architects and Architecture of Rochester, 1959,164. Meghan Lodge of the Rochester 

Historical Society described the address of 17 Buckingham St. as being in a very nice partof Rochester and 
said that the house probably still exists. 

Allan Waite has identified a red brick, bungalow style house on the southwest comer of Mable and 
Campbell in Tucson as possibly being the house Rockfellow designed for her brother. 
^ Margaret Arnold, interview, see Appendix B [AlOa.] 

A.G. Rockfellow, Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933,2. 



Figure 4. Anne Graham Rockfellow, ca 1930, Tucson, Arizona. 
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be registered in the Nashville City Directory as a boarder at 2414 Kensington Place 

Later she wrote that "a look was long enough," and she continued west to Tucson. To 

begin with she had only a two-month visit in mind, time enough to spend with John and 

his wife Flora and their three children, Julia, Henrietta, and Philip, without wearing out her 

welcome. 

That autumn, Henry O. Jaastad, a Tucson architect, asked Rockfellow to help with 

an architectural competition for a Y.M.C.A. building for the town of Miami, Arizona. She 

did presentation drawings for that competition using watercolors. When these turned out to 

be the winning designs Jaastad invited Rockfellow to stay on with his office. She declined 

the offer at that time as she had to complete a commission she "picked up" while in 

Nashville. That project was "worked out" from John Rockfellow's civil engineering office 

in Tucson.''^^ Before she completed that commission she made a trip to San Diego, 

California, to visit the Panama-California Exposition. It was when she resumed her work 

in Tucson and was in need of an industry catalogue, that she revisited Jaastad's office. 

Jaastad again asked her if she would like to work for his firm since one of his designers 

was leaving. Rockfellow later wrote, "I hesitated a second, and said 'When, Monday?' 

'Sooner if you can.' 'All right, I'll be back after lunch.' I thought I might like it for a time 

and it would keep me near my relatives." In the spring of 1916, Rockfellow officially 

joined the firm of Henry O. Jaastad, Architect.'^ The planned two-month visit to Tucson 

"stretched into years, nine of them, before I went east to sell all but the cemetery lot and 

return." 

Nashville City Directory, Feb. 1915,615, 971. Gcnella Olker of the Public Service Tennessee State 
Library and Archives said that the boarding house at 2414 Kensington PI. was owned by Ruben M. Mills, 
who also owned a book store at 21st. Ave., Nashville. The house was located near Vanderbilt stadium. 
Ms. Olker said she remembers the Milles and that they were nice people. In 1915 Nashville had a 
population of 60,000 

A.G.Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 3. 
Durwood Howes, ed., American Women 1935-1940: A Composite Biographical Dictionary, vol. 2, 

1981,768. States that A.G. Rockfellow was employed in H.O. Jaastad's firm as, "asst. architect, and 
architectural designer." 
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Rockfellow brought to Jaastad's office her academic background, twenty-nine 

years of experience both in the employment of architectural firms and in private practice, 

and a life-time of extensive travel-related experience. Since her first arrival in the 

southwest in 1895, she had had a total of five years in which she grew increasingly fond of 

its desert and sensitive to its needs for a particular architecture. In her 1933 interview of 

Rockfellow, Kathleen O'Donnell said, "A few trips through the territory caused her to 

forget the familiar architecture of the east and to adopt and help perk up that style of 

building created by the Indian and Mexican peoples in these parts." Rockfellow 

admitted herself that one of the biggest influences on her designs was the architecture she 

saw at the Panama-California Exposition in San Diego, in the autumn of 1915.^° 

Settling mto life as a Tucsonan seemed no trouble at all. Rockfellow rented an 

apartment at 602 North 7th Avenue, less than a mile Irom Jaastad's office, which was 

located at 151 North Stone Avenue, at the northeast comer of Stone and Pennington.^^ As 

Rockfellow never did learn to drive, the convenient location of her residence was probably 

chosen so she could walk to work. Her home was full of the 'treasures' she collected 

during her travels. For example, one of the first trips she took after putting down new 

roots in Tucson was to Alaska, and she brought back many artifacts including fine 

weavings and other beautiful things that the Eskimos had quit producing by the time she 

Kathleen O'Donnell, "Woman Architect Has Local Career of Unusual Interest" Arizona Daily Star, 
February 8, 1933. 

Christian Brinton, Impressions of the Art at the Panama-Pacific Exposition: With a Chapter on the 
San Diego Exposition and an Introductory Essay on The Modern Spirit in Contemporary Painting.' New 
York, John Lane Company, 1916. The Panama-Pacific Exposition held in San Diego was an off shoot of 
the much larger one held in San Francisco. 

M. Bever, The Women of 1871 to 1941: Who Were They, What They Achieved, 1976, 164. 
The date indicated for this address in Beaver's survey was 1925, but it does not indicate when she actually 
began living there. Her brother John lived about six miles from Jaastad's firm so it is unlikely that she 
lived there very long. "Apartment" is referred to in many of the primary sources for this research but the 
dwelling at that address is a tiny house. 
The Massachusetts Institute ofTechwlogy Resister of Former Students, 1930, 24. "Architect & 
Designer with H.O. Jaastad, Architect, 151 North Stone Ave. Tucson, Arizona." That address no longer 
exists, it has been replaced with a '60s office-block. 
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Figure 5. A. G. Rockfellow's home, from approximately 1916 to 1938, 
602 North 7th Avenue, Tucson, Arizona. 
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made her second trip to Alaska in the 19408.^2 

A quick gUmpse of the inside of Rockfellow's house comes from her twelve-year 

old great niece, Margaret Waite, who took the train to Tucson from Tombstone in 1934 to 

spend a couple of days with N'Annie. Margaret's impression of her aunt's home was that 

"there were Indian baskets everywhere!" Another of Rockfellow's great nieces, Mary 

Ann Rubel, stayed with her aunt in Tucson as a child and made note of the Indian blankets 

and the Mexican corner fireplace.^'* These visits to "N'Annie's" by her great nieces, 

affords an insight into the personal side of Rockfellow, at least from a child's perspective. 

Mary Ann said of N'Annie: 

she was just the most delightful person... everybody liked her. She was 
funny and light-hearted and very young all her life, even when she was in 
her eighties. She loved jokes and was intelligent.... I never heard her say 
anything about anybody that was unkind.... We had lots of chats, she 
taught me a lot about elements of line and proportion and color. One time 
she said, 'now you ought to look at yourself from the side to determine 
how to cut your hair. Your chin to Uie top of your head should be the same 
diagonals as your forehead to the back of your head.' One time she gave 
me a whole box of things for my desk like paper clips and erasers. These 
things were fascinating to a child, certainly more fun than receiving a dress 
or something dumb like that. 

Margaret's recollection of N'Annie was: 

Oh she was great! She was always full of joy and happiness and fun, we 
all thought she was wonderful. She always gave us a great time. She loved 
her brodier, my grandfather. They were always close, they used to argue 
but they were great friends. She was always a bit of a tomboy...and happy-
go-lucky.5^ 

52 Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D20a]. The second trip taken in the '40s was 
arranged by Mary Ann's father. It was on an Union Oil tanker and she was accompanied by Mary Ann's 
paternal grandparents who were good friends with Annie. 

Margaret Arnold, interview, see Appendix B [A19a]. Margaret, who was raised in Brookline, MA, was 
with her mother visiting her grandparents in Tombstone. 

Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D31a] 
55 Ibid. [D9a] 
56 Margaret Arnold, interview, see Appendix, B [A5a] and [A6a] 
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The impression Rockfellow left on her nieces is consistent with all the other facets of her 

life. The people she interacted with in botli her professional and her private life were left 

with similar impressions. Her lightheartedness seems to have served her well through life. 

Besides encouraging personal visits, Rockfellow corresponded with relatives and 

fiiends around the world. She wrote to one person in particular, a man named Hugh, 

apparently a childhood friend with whom she had a lifelong platonic romance. In general, 

her practice was to write letters either in green ink or to type them on an old Smith-Corona 

typewriter. While doing so, she would wear a green eye shade, the type one might see a 

croupier wearing.^^ 

Between her fulfilling career as an architectural designer and her extensive civic 

involvement in Tucson, it is doubtful Rockfellov/ had any idle time. In addition, each of 

the years she lived in southern Arizona she would spend some time with her brother and 

his family at Cochise Stronghold, riding horses and climbing mountains. In summer each 

year, however, she would do "something different." "Something different" was defined 

by Rockfellow as traveling to places such as Hawaii, Alaska, Panama, Cuba, the Grand 

Canyon, Mesa Verde, Santa Fe and Indian villages and ruins in New Mexico, Zion 

National Park and Bryce Canyon, old Mexico, or trips to the east coast and California to 

visit relatives and friends.^® Rockfellow, in her usual adventuresome spirit, utilized ali 

modes of transportation available in her day; horse; rail; bus; boat; auto; and airplane.^^ 

Like her bicycle trip through Europe in 1898, she would plan her trips around the local 

architecture. Afterwards, of course, she could apply what she learned to her own 

architectural designs. For instance, she wrote of a particular trip to Sante Fe, "I was 

impressed with the appropriateness of their 'Indian Renaissance,' and used touches of 

Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [DlOa] and Margaret Arnold, interview, see 
Appendix [A8a] 

Margaret Arnold, interview, see Appendix B [A2a]. In 1933 or 1934 Annie visited her niece Julia and 
her family at their summer home at Duxbury, Massachusetts. 

A.G. Rockfellow, for the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933, 3. 
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Indian in Tucson outskirts, pleasing to some critics, not to others."®^ One of her shorter 

adventures (on her fifty-ninth birthday) took her, three friends, and a driver in a new Nash 

car to the Mexican boarder via the Papago Indian Reservation. As she had done since 

being a very young child, Rockfellow could soak up every detail. She and companions let 

notliing escape their attention in their route. The tiniest communities, the Indian ruins, the 

spectacular terrain nor the meals they shared went unnoticed.^^ 

Rockfellow was an ardent Republican and an enthusiastic supporter of women's 
I 

organizations.she was involved on many levels in clubs and civic organizations in 

southern Arizona. She belonged to the Business and Professional Women's Association in 

Tucson, where she was one of the organizers and vice president in 1920-1921; the League 

of American Pen Women, in which she was a charter member and president of the Tucson 

branch 1933-1935; the Archaeological and Historical Society, in which she served as vice 

president from 1934-1935; and the Tucson Natural History Society, holding the position of 

civic relations communications officer between 1934-1935.^^ ghe was also a member of 

the Tucson Fine Arts Association, the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, and the 

Tucson Y.W.C.A. in which she served as director. Even after she left Tucson, in 1938, 

she continued to sponsor the Y.W.C.A.'s business girls group. The Otonka Circle.^ 

Rockfellow's association with the Tucson Y.W.C.A. was more than just membership —she 

designed its building and learned to swim in its pool when she was in her seventies.^^ She 

also maintained her eastern contacts with her memberships in the Daughters of the 

A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 3. 
A.G. Rockfellow, "From Tucson to the Mexican Boarder Through the Papago Indian Reservation," 

account of trip to Mexico, March 11-12,1925, see Appendix C. 
"Miss Rockfellow to Make Home in Santa Barbara," (Tucson newspaper) May 5,1938. 
Durwood Howes, ed., American Women 1935-1940: A Composite Biographical Dictionary, vol 2, 

Gail Research Company, Detroit, Michigan, 1981,768. 
^ A.G. Rockfellow, for the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933, 3. 

Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B P32a] 
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American Revolution and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Women's 

Association.^^ 

In the brief biographical notes she left, in newspaper articles about her, and in the 

interviews with relatives, her journalistic endeavors were always referred to in the plural, 

but only one article by Rockfellow has been located -- that is "ITie Nutshell," published in 

the January 1905 edition of Good HousekeepingP A poem, entitled "Architectural 

Alphabet," has been located in manuscript form, but has not been found in any publication. 

It was said to have been written for publication in Better Homes, but no date has been 

given. In the poem, Rockfellow took each letter of the alphabet, assigned to it a word from 

architectural vocabulary, and then defines that word.^^ In light of the fact that Rockfellow 

stated emphatically on numerous occasions that she preferred commercial and civic design 

to residential design, it is noteworthy that both these pieces for publication dealt with 

domestic architecture. Perhaps the journalistic opportunities that came her way were 

simply with publications that focused on the domestic sphere. Thus she tailored her 

writing for the audiences of those magazines. Or Rockfellow may have had a serious 

theoretical interest in domestic architecture, but in practice, preferred commissions for 

commercial or civic projects. 

Of her architectural work in Jaastad's office, (discussed further in Chapter Five) 

she wrote, "the work proved so interesting that I stayed, as chief designer, ten years before 

I went back to New York State, and then only to greet friends and sell everything but the 

cemetery lot, and return to the Tucson office. In all I was there twenty-two years, taking 

part in all the work and supervision, but principally the designing. Rockfellow's great 

niece, Mary Ann Duddleson, remembers visiting Jaastad's office: "I know she liked him 

Ibid.. 768 
6' A.G. Rockfellow, "The Nutshell," Good Housekeeping, January 1905, 116-118. see Appendix C. 

A.G. Rockfellow, "Architectural Alphabet," Better Homes, date of publication unknown, copy found 
in Rockfellow file at the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Arizona, see Appendix C. 
69 A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 3. 
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[Henry Jaastad] very much. I went to the office with her one time and I just got the feeling 

that it was a good relationship. Everyone was very cordial to one another. She seemed to 

be very happy in her work. Of course these observations were seen through the eyes of a 

child, but you know you kind of sense things like that as a child."''° 

Rockfellow's reasons for preferring commercial and government projects to 

residential projects are easy to fathom. In her experience residential projects required 

frequent, long, drawn out meetings and many changes. This was in sharp contrast to her 

most renowned work, the El Conquistador hotel, which was also her most personally 

rewaiding. She considered that project her prize and referred to it as her ultimate design. 

Among the most notable of her commercial designs in Tucson were tlie El Conquistador 

Hotel, the Desert Sanitorium, La Fonda Buena Provecho, the Safford School and the 

Y.W.C.A. There were also projects outside Tucson and New Mexico.'^ 

Despite the fact that Rockfellow preferred commercial and civic projects, she did 

have many opportunities for residential design. She wrote the following about two of the 

residential projects she undertook during her tenure at Tucson: 

I recall one occasion when some clients brought in a commission for 
a home seven miles from town, in a sightly location among typical cactus 
and desert growths. As they were leaving the office, one said " we do not 
like the Indian style." In working out the sketches the plan lent itself so 
perfectly to 'vigas' and Indian detail that I could not resist making one of tiie 
colored sketches in an Indian design. When the people came to see the 
sketches I had the colored elevations pinned on the wall and suggested that 
they glance at them while I brought out the plans.... Result, they chose the 
Indian and they love the house and have had me there as a guest many 
times. 

Another time a client with several acres three miles out wanted a 
Mexican style which was so much in evidence in Tucson's early days. I 
knew it was ideal for the location. So seldom a first sketch is carried out, 
but, to my surprise, the minute my sketch plans and elevations were shown 

Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D24a] 
^ 1 Kathleen O'Donnell, "Woman Architect Has Local Career of Unusual Interest," Arizona Daily Star, 
February 8,1933. Many of the primary source documents used in this research cite A.G. Rockfellow as 
principal designer for many of the projects in Jaastad's office. 
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her she said, "That is exactly what I want to start with." In her car we 
drove about and took pictures of features we might follow, and one day she 
remarked upon the very odd expression on my face when she approved my 
first drawing. It was because I was so surprised to find she really wanted 
the appropriate design and that I could go with it.''^ 

These two experiences among others indicate of that Rockfellow enjoyed an excellent 

rapport with her clients. They moreover, give further evidence of her ability to 

communicate, a trait important to any professional regardless of gender. 

After a lifetime of loving architecture, doing architecture, writing poetry about 

architecture and writing serious articles about architecture, Rockfellow began radio 

monologues about architecture in 1932. She was sixty-six years old when she addressed 

the audience of station KVOA in Tucson, Arizona, with her anecdotes on architecture. 

There was a series of three addresses: 11 December 1932; 29 January 1933; and 26 

February 1933. In a light-hearted manner they are lectures aimed at Tucsonans. 

Rockfellow had strong feelings about "harmony" and felt that much of the building going 

on in Tucson could be improved. The monologues dealt primarily with the preservation of 

the old San Augustine Church and its surroundings. Despite her efforts and the efforts of 

many others, the church was razed to make way for more modern architecture. 

In 1938, after twenty-two years of making Tucson her home, Rockfellow retired 

from Jaastad's office. Her family did not know exactly why she chose to end her career. 

Perhaps she simply wanted more free time. More surprising still was the fact that she 

moved to Santa Barbara, California, despite not knowing anyone there. Her relatives came 

to believe that she had had the move planned for a long time since she loved tliat part of the 

California coast, particularly for its Spanish architecture. 

'2 A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938,3. 
A.G. Rockfellow, KVOA radio addresses, see Appendix C. The Tucson Convention Center now 

occupies the site. The facade to the old San Augustine Church was saved and now serves as the entrance to 
the Arizona Historical Society. 
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In Santa Barbara Rockfellow lived in a "cute" apartment at 1620 Garden Street from 

1938 until 1947.''^ Her life seems to have been quite pleasant there. She was famous for 

getting to know everyone around her and always getting her face in the paper."^^ Dressing 

up had been a lifelong love for Rockfellow. So, even in her late seventies, when there was 

an opportunity to dress festively, she did not pass it up. For one of Santa Barbara's 

summer festivals she bought herself a "Tina Blubona" skirt to wear. Which offers still 

another view of her out-going personality. In short, she did everything with gieat 

enthusiasm. In 1947, at age 81, she moved into an apartment at 220 E. Las Olivas 

Street,''® where she lived until moving herself into a retirement home at 2120 Santa Barbara 

Street. 

In 1949, a family wedding brought Rockfellow back to Tucson for the last time. 

Her celebrity in Tucson was not forgotten, as the Arizona Daily Star made note of her visit 

on its front page under the headline "Tucson Architecture Held Region's Finest" 11 

November 1949. The accompanying article announced her retum visit to attend the Rubel-

Boice nuptial and listed her two most notable designs: the El Conquistador Hotel and the 

Safford School.^' 

Back in Santa Barbara she continued to live life to the fullest. Mary Ann and Tom 

Duddleson had a ranch near Santa Barbara where Roclcfellow would continue to go 

horseback riding well into her eighties. They would put her on the gentlest horse and she 

and Mary Ann would go riding together. After her rides she could hardly wait to get back 

and tell the people at the retirement home about horseback riding.'® Finally, Anne 

Rockfellow's long and full life ended on January 17,1954. The obituary in the 18 January 

M. Bever, The Women of M.I.T., 1871 to 1941: Who Were They, What They Achieved, 1976, 164. 
Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D32a] 
M. Bever, The Women of M.I.T., 1871 to 1941: Who Were They, What They Achieved, 1976, 164. 
"Tucson Architecture Held Region's Finest," Arizona Daily Star, November 11,1949. 
Mary Ann Duddleson, interview, see Appendix B [D32a] 
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1954 edition of the Santa Barbara News stated that Rockfellow, "nicknamed 'Rocky,' 

lived here with the same independent spirit that marked her career."'^ 

What was it that led or inspired this young woman, growing up in nineteenth-

century America, to pursue such an unconventional career for a female? By retracing her 

life and reading the brief biographical notes she left, one can gather only a few clues. On 

the other hand, by paralleling Rockfellow's experience with both the development of the 

architectural profession in America and the progress of her female contemporaries, one can 

begin to shed more light on her place in history. 

The Santa Barbara News reported that her body was sent back to Mt. Morris for burial. Rockfellow 
had made arrangements for a burial plot at Mt. Morris when she moved to Arizona. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE TURN OF THE CENTURY 'ARCHITECTRESS': 

ANNE GRAHAM ROCKFELLOW'S FEMALE CONTEMPORARIES 

Anne Graham Rockfellow was not the first female architect in the United States. 

There were women practicing architecture in one way or another years before she decided 

to become an architect. She merits the distinction, however, of being the fkst woman to 

enroll in the first recognized school of architecture in America, the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology, where she received her Diploma in Architecture in 1887 after completing a 

two-year 'Special' course. In ti'uth, the honor of receiving the first four-year Bachelor of 

Arts in Architecture went to another woman, Sophia Hayden, who completed her degree at 

M.I.T in 1890, but this does not diminish Rockfellow's achievement in opening the doors. 

In the late twentieth-century authors writing on the subject of women in 

architectural history often begin with the indirect contributions of women prior to their 

entering the profession. For exainple, Doris Cole, in her book From Tipi to Skyscraper, 

begins with the role of Indian women as designers, fabricators, and constructors of their 

dwelling units and the role of pioneer women, who, though less involved with the actual 

execution, had an increasingly important part in the designs of their dwellings. Gwendolyn 

Wright's essay entitied "The Model Domestic Environment; Icon or Option," discusses the 

twentieth-century handbooks on architecture aimed at women. Further more, there were 

books and magazines published in the nineteenth century classified as "etiquette" books. 
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Readers of these publications, so widely distributed in the United States, were mainly 

wonnen and women were often the authors of these etiquette books as well. This category 

of books on architecture was probably the most influential in shaping domestic architecture 

in America. 

These publications, in addition to infoiming women on etiquette, cooking, child 

rearing, etc., schooled women in domestic architecture. They focused primarily on making 

an efficient, well-managed home. However, there were examples of encouragement aimed 

at women to become architects. One such example where women were advised to become 

architects was an 1875 edition of the5osto/i Women's Journal.P Rockfellow herself 

published an article in one of these magazines. "The Nutshell," a three-page article 

describing a house she had designed, appeared in the January 1905 edition of Good 

Housekeeping. The article included a photograph of the completed project, as well as plans 

and interior perspectives. She wrote that she was making the plans public because there 

was considerable local interest in her design and she wanted to share it with a wider 

national audience.^ ̂ 

As these nineteenth-century books and magazines centered thek topics around the 

domestic sphere, it was natural then that when women became professional architects they 

often came up against a preconceived view that women could do thek best in designing 

houses. It is interesting that many of the earliest American women architects chose 

commercial and public building as their primary interest. They also shared similar thoughts 

on their experience in residential design: too many prolonged meetings, too many changes, 

for too litde compensation. 

Rockfellow left no notes as to her relationships with or personal thoughts about her 

contemporary female counterparts. It would be possible, although highly unlikely, that she 

"100 Years Ago," The Builder, December 11, 1875, Building, December 12, 1975,49. 
A.G. Rockfellow, "The Nutshell," Good Housekeepings January 1905, 117-119. See Appendix C. 
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could have been unaware of architects such as Louise Blanchard Bethune, Sophia Hayden 

Bonnet, Josephine Wright Chapman, Lois Lilley Howe, Julia Morgan, Mary E. J. Colter, 

or other women whose careers in architecture coincided with hers. A relatively small 

number of women (in fact by 1910 there were only fifty) were practicing architecture in the 

United States when Rockfellow entered the profession.®^ 

As was typical for their male counterparts, these women acquired projects through 

the commission process as well as by winning design competitions. One such competition, 

open only to women, was the design for the Women's Building at the World's Columbian 

Exposition at Chicago. There were thirteen entries submitted to the committee for that 

competition. For all that is known Rockfellow could have been one of those participants.^^ 

The rigors and politics of that competition not only ruined the young architect that won, 

Sophia Hayden; it also drew much criticism. Louise Bethune was critical of the 

competition in a speech she gave before the Women's Educational and Industrial Union, at 

Buffalo, NY, 6 March 1891. According to Bethune: 

Such a building is talked of but the idea of a separate Women's 
Board Exhibit, etc., expresses a sense of inferiority that business women 
are far from feeling. The board desires a woman architect, and die chief of 
construction has issued a circular inviting competition, notwithstanding the 
fact that competition is an evil against which the entire profession has 
striven for years, and has now nearly vanished; it is unfortunate that it 
should be revived in its most objectionable form on this occasion, by 
women, and for women. 

The buUding will cost about $200,000 and the prize offered to the 
successful competitor is $1,000. This is all she is to receive. That is, she 
renders personal artistic service, and also prepares her competitive 

Kevin Wolfe, "Josephine Wright Chapman," Metropolis^ July/ August, 1992, 19. 

Jeanne M. Weimann, The Fair Women, Chicago: Academy Chicago, Chicago, 1981,148. 
White, Tnimbull and William. Igleheart, The Worlds Cohtmbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893, World 
Publishing co., Philadelphia, 1893,444. White and Igleheart state that there were fourteen entries 
submitted for the design of the Women's Building competition and that none of the participants was over 
twenty-five years of age. An attempt was made to find a list of the names of the fourteen women through 
the Chicago Historical Society, but with the resources available to them they were not able to provided any 
information. 
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drawings, all for one-tenth of the regular rate for full professional sei^vice. 
The extremely equitable arrangement made with the appointed architects for 
the ten large buildings is that each renders his personal artistic service for 
$10,000 and all his drawings to be made at the expense of the commission. 
The sum total to be expended for the ten principle buildings is in the 
neighborhood of $600,000. each. Thus each architect receives about one-
third his regular full commission, for which he renders about one-third his 
full professional service. 

The proportion of remuneration to the architect of the Women's 
Building is about three-tenths of the average rate paid the already appointed 
architects for nearly similar service. It is an unfortunate precedent to 
establish just now, and it may take years to live down its effects.^ 

The terms of the competition as Bethune cites them were grossly unfair compared to the 

terms of the other design competitions of the Columbian Exposition. Her concern that the 

Women's Building competitions was an "unfortunate precedent" was a valid concern. 

When Betliune delivered her speech in 1891 and subsequently published it that same year, 

Rockfellow was at Rochester, in William C. Walker's office. What effect, if any, the 

Women's Building competition had on her particular situation is not known. But, the 

larger problem caused by "one of the many recessions in the building industry" at that time 

changed her life dramatically. In 1894 she left Rochester because there was no work and 

prepared for her move to Arizona. 

The Women's Building competition may have been a setback to women architects 

in general, yet many continued to move on with their careers. Like men, women entered 

the field of architecture by either apprenticeship or academia. Louise Blanchard Bethune, 

ten years Rockfellow's senior, prepared herself in the 1870s for the architectural course at 

Cornell University. But, for what ever reason, Bethune accepted the offer of an 

apprenticeship position in the office of Buffalo architect Richard A. Waite. Five years later 

she went into a partnership with Robert A. Bethune in more ways than one. They opened 

Louise Bethune, "Women in Architecture," The Inland Architect and News Record^ March 1891, vol. 
XVII. No. 2.. 21. 
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their office for business in October 1881, and shortly there after they married. And 

together they designed buildings in and around Buffalo for nearly thirty years. 

Louise Bethune believed women who were pioneers in any field should be 

proficient in all its facets. For her, an essential part of an architect's education must include 

the "brick-and-mortar-rubber-boots- and-ladder-climbing period." She did not care for 

residential projects. She regarded them as, 

the most pottering and worst-paid work an architect ever does. He always 
dreads it, not,... because he must usually deal with a woman, but because 
he must strive to gratify the conflicting desires of an entire household, who 
dig up every hatchet for his benefit and hold daOy powwows in his 
anteroom, and because he knows he loses money nearly every time. 
Dwelling house architecture, as a special branch for women, should be quite 
out of the question.®^ 

R. A. Bethune & L. Bethune took on projects large and small, and from both the public 

and private sectors. In 1888, not yet thirty-two, Louise Bethune had become the first 

woman member of the American Institute of Architects, and a year later she became the first 

woman Fellow.^^ 

Like Rockfellow, Louise Bethune's talents were many. Unlike Rockfellow, she 

was married and had a family, although she did not allow the birtli of her son to interfere 

long with her career.Madeleine Stem has written in her book, We The Women, that 

Bethune," was, in every sense of the word, a professional architect," meaning perhaps that 

she did not allow her personal and professional responsibilities to cross. 

Josephine Wright Chapman was another of Rockfellow's contemporaries. 

Chapman's work has only recently been given historical attention. Before researchers 

Madeleine B. Stem, We The Women, Schulte Publishing Company. New York, 1963, 63. 
George Pettengill, "How the AIA Acquired Its First Woman Member, Mrs. Louise Bethune," AIA 

Journal, 63, March 1975,35. 
Ibid. 65. 
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discovered that she was the designer of the Douglas Manor houses in New York City, the 

people who live there used to say that "the lady" architect they had heard about was Julia 

Morgan.®^ Chapman, like Bethune, trained as an apprentice in architectural offices. She 

worked in the office of Clarence Blackall in Boston. During the time she was in Boston 

she had applied for membership to the American Institute of Architects and to the Boston 

Architecture Club. Neither association granted her admission despite the recommendations 

of prominent Boston architects. She set up her own office in Boston in 1897 (the year 

Rockfellow returned to the east from Arizona), and was given a commission by Harvard to 

design the Craigie Arms apartment building in Cambridge. A major turning point in her 

career was when she won the competition to design the New England Building for the 

1901 Pan American Exposition in Buffalo. 

At the same time that Rockfellow was practicing architecture in upstate New York, 

an economic recession in Boston forced Chapman to leave and to establish a new office in 

New York City. In a later interview with Ladies' Home Journal, she gave an indication of 

the direction her work took after she set up her office in her Greenwich village apartment 

"I had determined that having proven myself as a designer of large public buildings, 

apartments, churches, and women's clubs, I would henceforth give all of my attention over 

to designing houses -Georgian, Colonial, Spanish, and especially English houses." It 

was only after she established her office in New York City that Chapman became a member 

of a professional organization. The New York Society of Architects.^^ 

Kevin Wolfe, "Josephine Wright Chapman," Metropolis, July/August 1992,20. 
Ibid. Wolfe states that although the details of Chapman's life after 1927 are not known, one can still 

see the fruits of her work. Many of the houses she deigned at Douglas Manor are still intact and with 
further investigation might lead to tlie discovery of other extant work. 
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Lois Howe, like Rockfellow, pursued her career in architecture by way of 

academia.^ She received her diploma from M.I.T. in 1890 after completing the 'Special * 

two-year course.^^ Howe was a friend and classmate of Sophia Hayden, and she 

encouraged Hayden to enter the competition for the Women's Building at the Columbian 

Exposition. While Hayden took the first prize, Howe won second prize.^^ Lois Howe 

was already a practicing architect at the time of the competition. In 1913 she formed one of 

the first all women firms in the United States. Howe went into a partnership in Boston 

with a 1906 M.I.T. graduate, Eleanor Manning O'Connor. 

Over the years Howe and O'Connor always made it a point to hire other women 

graduates from M.I.T. In 1925, for example, they added Mary Almy, a 1920 M.I.T. 

graduate, as a partner. The firm's special interest was in the design of low-income 

housing, although Howe preferred to concentrate on suburban residential work. Howe, 

Manning and Akny had a long and successful partnership, nearly twenty-four years total, 

but the firm dissolved in 1936 during the Depression. Although the individual members 

continued to build, design and teach in the Boston area.^^ 

On the west coast, Julia Morgan took the academic route to a career in architecture, 

albeit by way of an engineering program. Morgan was the lone woman in the University 

90 y[.^&ytx,The Women of M.I.T., 1871-1941: Who Were They, What They Achieved, 1916,11. 
There had not been a woman admitted to the architecture program at M.I.T. prior to Rockfellow. This was 
the case despite the fact that the M.I.T. 20th Aimital Catalogue, 1884-1885 had an entry which read, 
"Women who are properly qualified are admitted to any of the courses of the school." As M.I.T. was 
established by the Morrill Land-Grant act of 1862, it was required by law to admit both men and women. 
There were women studying in other curricula but when Rockfellow began her architecture she was the first 
and only female in her class. 

Ibid. 64 and Appendix B. 
Judith Paine's essay, "Pioneer Women Architects," in Women in American Architecture: A Historic and 
Contemporary Perspective^sd. S. Torre, Watson-Guptill Publications, New York, 1977,66, states that 
Lois Howe was a graduate of the class of 1906, but the actual Class Lists show her as graduating in 1890, a 
classmate of Sophia Hayden. 

Jeanne M. Weimann, The Fair Women^ Academy Chicago, Chicago, 1981, 149. 

Judith Paine, "Pioneer Women Architects," in Women in American Architecture: A Historic and 
Contemporary Perspective, ed. S. Torre, Walson-Guptil Publications, New York, 1977,66. 
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of California College of Engineering at Berkeley in 1890. Her desire to be an architect 

originated upon her graduation from high school where she had gained a reputation for 

scholastic achievement, with her mother's strong support and encouragement. Law, 

medicine and architecture were the fields she had considered. Even though there were no 

schools of architecture in the west, she decided in her sophomore year in college to pursue 

a career in architecture.^'* 

At Berkeley Morgan met Bernard Maybeck, who was at the time teaching 

descriptive geometry and holding informal sessions on architecture. When she graduated, 

she took a position working for Maybeck, who enthusiastically encouraged her to continue 

her studies in Paris when the Ecole des Beaux-Arts opened its examinations to women. 

Morgan was not accepted on her first attempt, but on her third in 1898. That was the same 

year Rockfellow was soaking up European architecture on her bicycle tour.95 Morgan's 

studies at the Ecole ended four years later in 1902, when she became the first woman to 

receive a Beaux-Arts Certificate d'Etiide in architecture.^'' 

Julia Morgan was probably one of the most prolific architects of the time, designing 

nearly a thousand buildings.^^ She was the chief designer for the western branch of the 

Y.W.C.A., which might be considered a thread linking her to Rockfellow, who designed 

the Tucson branch Y.W.C.A. building. A major source of patronage for Morgan was the 

Hearst Family. While Morgan was in Paris she was introduced to Phoebe Hearst (who 

incidentally was on the Y.W.C.A.'s board of directors). The meeting came after a series of 

Patricia Failing, "She Was America's Most Successful Woman Architect - And Hardly Anybody 
Knows Her Name," ART News^ 80, January 1981,66. 

"small world" situations occur thousands of times a day, it would not be too far fetched to imagine 
these two young American female architects might possibly have run into each other in Paris sometime 
that year. 

Sara H. Boutelle, "An Elusive Pioneer," in Architecture: A Place For Women^ ed. Ellen Perry 
Berkeley, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, 1989, 115. 

Judith Paine, "Pioneer Women Architects," in Women in American Architecture: A Historic and 
Contemporary Perspective^ ed. S. Torre, Watson-Guptil Publications, New York, 1977,64. 
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events starting with Hearst's donation of money for a building at the University of 

California at Berkeley. That meeting was the beginning of a lifelong relationship with the 

Hearst family. William Randolph Hearst commissioned Morgan in 1919 to design his 

dream, an elaborate residence, at the family ranch at San Simeon. For years she dedicated 

herself to that project and relentlessly accommodated Hearst's whims. 

Author Joan Didion has characterized Morgan as "immensely eclectic ~ adaptable to 

a fault. She would construct whatever fantasy a client seemed to require, which is perhaps 

the only distinctively feminine aspect of her career."98 There were other aspects of her 

career that could be characterized as distinctively feminine, such as the low profile she 

maintained. Unlike some of her contemporaries who tried in vain to break into those all-

male professional associations, Morgan avoided professional gatherings (although she was 

California's first registered woman architect.) She prohibited the posting of her name at 

construction sites, declined interviews, and burned her files when she closed her office in 

1952.59 

Another woman who spent most of her professional life, as Rockfellow did, in the 

southwest was Mary Elizabeth Jane Colter. In 1887, when she was only seventeen. Colter 

left her hometown of St. Paul, Minnesota, to attend the California Institute of Design in 

San Francisco. During the time she studied she also apprenticed in an architect's office. 

After graduation she had to retum to St. Paul to help her mother and sister financially. She 

took a full-time position at a high school, teaching mechanical and freehand drawing. 

Colter's education and work in California came to an end in 1910 when she 

accepted a position as a full time architect for the Fred Harvey Company and the Chicago-

based Santa Fe Raikoad. Colter had previously taken temporary work decorating the 

Patricia Failing, "She Was America's Most Successful Woman Architcct -- And Hardly Anybody 
Knows Her Name," ART News^ 80, January 1981, 68. 

Ibid. 66 
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interior of the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico, a property in the Fred Harvey 

chain. In 1904, when Harvey began to develop the South Rim of the Grand Canyon, 

Colter was commissioned to design the Hopi House. Her design was inspired by the 

Indian cliff dwellings at Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado. Her knowledge of 

history, native crafts, and the colors and materials of the southwest helped her land the full-

time position. 

Colter designed buildings and decorated interiors for the Fred Harvey Company for 

thirty-eight years. The majority of her buildings are in Arizona and the southwest. The 

building types included primarily hotels and railroad stations.^o^ According to William 

Bare, "Mary's accomplishments, though, were not without some struggle. She was 

particularly difficult to control regarding design and budgets. When supervising workers, 

she insisted upon perfection in construction and decorating. But her professionalism, 

expertise, and personality at last won admiration, if not friendship, among builders and 

workers." Colter's philosophy on architecture was very similar to Rockfellow's; the 

architecture and interior design of a building must be in harmony with the environment in 

which it is placed, and a building should seem to grow naturally from its sun'oundings.^^^ 

Rockfellow and her contemporaries probably met with some adversity during their 

careers, but they could not have pursued such an unlikely vocation for a woman as 

architecture had there been barriers too solid to break. Perhaps that in itself says much 

about these particular nineteenth-century pioneers. Louise Bethune, writing at the end of 

the century, had this to say about the educational opportunities available to women; 

100 William. K. Bare, "Mary E.J. Colter: Architect and Designer," Arizona Highways, May 1984, 16. 
Don Dedera, "The Civilizers: Six Women Who Embroidered Their Names on History," Phoenix 

Home and Gardens^ January 1987,70. 
102 Ibid. 70. 
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With few exceptions the educational facilities are the same for men 
and women. The architectural department of the Columbia College School 
of Mines is however open to men only, through the Metropolitan Art 
Schools women have access to classes, lectures and the Willard collection, 
considered first in America... The advantages of a large city with its 
libraries, museums and opportunities for studying general structural v/ork 
can hardly be overestimated... 

Among foreign schools that most affected by Americans is the Ecole 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris. There is a prospect that this school may be open to 
women before long... 

In Boston the School of Technology Architectural Course, partially 
modeled upon the Paris school, offers special advantages to pupils who 
have received previous office training. Two young ladies have been 
graduated from four and two years courses respectively...^®^ 

Comell graduated the first university educated young woman in 
1880, and since then four have completed the course that four more are now 
pursuing... 

One Philadelphia instructor writes that he is willing to receive 
women, but has never done so because he has been unable to give them 
separate lecture rooms, etc., but women cannot pursue architectural studies 
to advantage in a private apartment Co-education is a privilege as well as a 
necessity. 

I must not forget to tell you that Philadelphia published what was 
probably the first architectural book written in this country by a woman. 
From Mrs. Tuthill in 1848 to Mrs. Van Rensselaer in 1891, is a greater 
stride than progress usually makes in one half century. 

Bethune names the institutions at which women in 1891 could receive a formal education in 

the study of architecture. She obviously felt that formal education was available to women 

and seemed encouraged by the women who were taking the opportunity to pursue 

architecture. The tone in which she wrote was optimistic. She had a positive view of the 

future for women in her chosen profession. 

Perhaps for Rockfellow and the other women in architecture of her time, the hurdle 

they had to jump was simply the first, as they had few if any predecessors to follow. They 

At the time Louise Bethune wrote this there were two women that had completed the two year 
'Special' course: Anne Graham Rockfellow and Lois Lilley Howe, which of the two Mrs. Bethune was 
unaware of is unknown 

Louise Bethune, "Women and Architecture," Inland Architect and News Record^ vol.XVII, No,2, 
March 1891,21. 
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most certainly had to have the desire more than anything. They also had to have the 

backing of what in many cases may have been apprehensive parents. Their parents had to 

be willing to encourage if not just allow their daughters to pursue this unusual endeavor. 

They also had to provide financial support. For Rockfellow and her contemporaries of the 

late nineteenth century the walls to be scaled were perhaps not as daunting as for the 

women who followed them. The circumstances the early twentieth-century woman faced 

included not only economic recessions but the Great Depression and two world wars. 

With many of the men absent in war times their positions were often filled by women. At 

the end of the wars, when the men returned they expected to resume in their careers. Thus 

a confrontational dynamic was set up between the genders that was not an issue for 

Rockfellow and her contemporaries. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE HISTORY OF TUCSON AND THE SOUTHWEST TO 1895: 

THE YEAR ROCKFELLOW ARRIVED 

Twenty-Five thousand years before Anne Graham Rockfellow's "advent in North 

America," there were people living in the area now known as the state of Arizona. During 

those millennia many cultures thrived, then disappeared, only for another to rise. A cave 

near present day Tucson, Ventana Cave, was occupied continuously for fifteen thousand 

years. Centuries before Columbus arrived in the New World, the indigenous people of the 

southwestern part of the continent had built 'apartment buildings' in the sides of cliffs. The 

architectural remains of these cultures were part of the influence that would win over the 

heart of an eastem-bom, academically-trained female architect to a very rugged frontier. 

During the years RockfeUow lived in Tucson she explored with great enthusiasm 

archaeological sites such as Casa Grande and Mesa Verde. She was equally intrigued with 

the mission architecture built during the period the Jesuits were seeking converts and with 

the military structuies built by the Spanish to protect their colonists. She was passionate 

about the geography, the vegetation, and the dramatic sky. In later years, reminiscing on 

the time she made her final break with her life on the east coast to relocate to Tucson, she 

wrote, "the cactus gets under the skin." For RockfeUow just about eveiything she found in 

the southwest she liked. 

RockfeUow came to believe that the people who lived in the southwest prior to the 

arrival of Anglo-Americans developed an appropriate architectuie for the terrain. For 

instance, tlie use of adobe as the primary material created a hospitable interior space in an 
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often inhospitable climate. Also, the earlier builders at Mesa Verde, for example, seemed 

to be aware of the importance of building orientation in order to capitalize on the seasonal 

changes of the sun's path. One of the aesthetic aspects of what Rockfellow saw when 

getting to know this new land and its architectural history was the Spanish baroque facades 

of the missions, such as at San Xavier del Bac. That inspiration would later be seen in her 

own design, although she would personalize the motifs using the vegetation of the desert 

for models rather than classical models such as scenes from the Bible. In her opinion, 

there were times when the architecture that was built during the territorial days, buildings 

with "pointed roofs," was the most appropriate solution. When commissioned, to do so, 

she could design a classical temple for a school house in a mining town, but she never hid 

her disapproval. 

Rockfellow brought to Tucson her academic training, her years of professional 

experience, and her worldly experience; but, instead of imposing all that on her new local, 

she used it to enhance what she found. Tucson in 1895 was the product of an evolution 

involving several cultures. It included the cultures of the pre-hispanic and hispanic times; 

Spanish colonial rule; independent Mexico; a decade of United States ownership; and over 

three decades of the Territorial period. 

A quest for precious metals first drove the Spanish explorers north from Mexico (or 

New Spain as it was called then.) Spanish tradition held that seven bishops had fled Spain 

centuries before, during the Moorish invasion, and each founded a Christian city in a 

distant land.^®^ Tales of the existence of the seven fabulous cities of Cibola made their 

way to the viceroy of New Spain in the 1530s. The four surviving crew of Cabeza de 

Vaca's ship that was wrecked on the Florida coast had made their way across the North 

Odie B. Faulk, Arizona: A Short Story, University of Oklahoma Press, 1970,4. 
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American continent and then south to Mexico City. They brought with them stories they 

heard from the Indians of seven rich cities. One of the survivors, a slave named Estevan, 

was ordered to guide a party of explorers headed by Fray Marcos de Niza in search of the 

Seven Cities. 

Estavan was sent ahead of the exploration party and reputedly came to one of Seven 

Cities, but lost his life before he could personally report to Fray Marcos. Fearing for his 

life, Marcos returned to Mexico City, never reaching any of the Seven Cities, but seeing 

what he thought was one of these fabulous cities from a distance. His stories prompted 

prominent men to compete for the position of leading a major expedition to search once 

again for those infamous cities. On February 23,1540 Viceroy Mendoza reviewed the 336 

Spaniards, 1000 Indians, 1500 horses and numberless cattle and sheep who were 

embarking on an e.xpedition with Vasquez de Coranado in search of wealth and fame.^®® 

Fray Marcos led the expedition on the same route he traveled earlier. After leaving 

Culiacan, the most northern outpost of New Spain along their route, this enormous party 

traveled north through the valley of the San Pedro, across the White Mountains and then to 

the high desert of northeastem Arizona. In a battle with the inhabitants of the city viewed 

by Fray Marcos, Coronado was successful in capturing the Zuni Indian pueblo named 

Hawikuh. Disappointment and anger followed as no gold or silver was found there or at 

any of the other pueblos in the vicinity. The expedition pressed on undaunted by its first 

disappointment. Coronado sent out small parties on leads from the Indians that riches 

could be found further west (perhaps the Indians enticed the Spaniards with stories of 

riches to the west just to rid themselves of their conqueror's presence, as subsequent 

encounters with other Indians brought the same promises.) 

Ibid., 7. Coronado, bom in Spain, was governor of Nueva Galicia, New Spain's northwestern 
province which extended northward indefinitely. 
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Coronado returned to Mexico City two years later without finding any of the Seven 

Cities, his personal wealth depleted and his reputation marred. But he and his men had 

explored Arizona, New Mexico, parts of Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas. Because the 

reports of his travels indicated that there was no riches to be found, interest in further 

Spanish explorations waned. It was over forty years before another expedition would 

penetrate that far north. 

Those early conquistadors forged a route that would come to be called El Camino 

Real or the Royal Road. This road, which began at Vera Cruz, went by Mexico City, 

Guadalajara, Mazatlan, Culiacan, and Magdalena before reaching Tucson. Over its many 

miles would travel thousands of Spanish conquistadors and colonists. 

In 1579, feeling perhaps anxious by the claiming of California for Queen Elizabeth 

by Sir Francis Drake, the Spanish began to move northward once again along the El 

Camino Real. The mission chain was extended and a Jesuit priest named Eusebio 

Francisco Kino established a mission just southwest of present day Tucson. The 

foundation for the first San Xavier del Bac Mission was laid by Father Kino in 1700 

(Father Kino's building was not the "White Dove of the Desert" that Rockfellow came to 

know. The building known as the "White Dove of the Desert" was built in the eighteenth 

century by Franciscan missionaries.) With the missions established, colonists followed. 

At first the Indians in the area, the Pimas, got along with their new neighbors. 

They worked with them in various capacities and shared a common adversary, the 

Apaches. But in 1751, it is thought that because of mistreatment by the Spaniards, a 

revolt took place that lasted three years and sent many of the colonists south on tlie El 

Camino Real. These settlers appealed to the government in Mexico to increase 

10' Bemice Cosulich, Tucson, Arizona Silhouettes, 1953,2. Present day Main Street in Tucson is a 
remnant of the Spaniard's El Camino Real. This road would eventually extend to Yuma, San Diego, and 
San Francisco. 

Formerly called the "Pimas," this indigenous group of people now call themselves Tohon O'daham. 
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fortifications for their protection. A presidio was already established at Tubac, but the 

troop number increased and in 1764, a young captain named Juan Bautista de Anza was 

sent to command the troubled scene. San Jose de Tucson (Spanish settlements were often 

dedicated to a saint) is first mentioned in 1763 as a "rancheria vista of Bac.''^'^ The 

settlement did not grow much during the following decade because it was the scene of 

constant attack by Apache Indians and the Jesuit missionaries had been expelled in 1767. 

De Anza and a Franciscan priest named Francisco Tomas Garces extended the El 

Camino Real to San Francisco. A large expedition was organized in 1775 and left Tubac 

October 23 with the intention of traveling over land to San Francisco where they planned to 

establish a settlement for New Spain. In accounts of this journey, Tucson is referred to as 

"the last Christian pueblo" until the Pacific Ocean, 

It is generally accepted that Tucson as a Spanish settlement had its formal 

beginnings in 1776. There had been orders from New Spain in 1772 to move the presidio 

from Tubac to Tucson, but the actual change did not occur until 1777. An Irishman from 

Dublin named Hugo O'Conor, who had joined up with the Spanish army, was in charge of 

the move. After O'Conor completed the move. Father Garces was given the credit for 

building a pueblo with a church, a house for the padre, and a wall for defense, which made 

Tucson the first and only walled town in the United States.When Rockfellow first 

arrived at Tucson, parts of the wall Father Garces had built still existed and later she was a 

great advocate for preserving the remains of the Old Presidio. Two Franciscans that 

followed Father Garces are credited with building the mission church at Bac, a building 

Hubert H. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico: 1530-1888, San Francisco, The History 
Company, Publishers, 1889, 381. 

Bernice Cosulich, Tucson^ Arizona Silhouettes, 1953, 8. 

Thomas E. Parish, History of Arizona. The Filmer Brothers Electrotype Company, San Francisco, 
1915, 72. 
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that was referred to as La Paloma Blanca Del Desierto or the White Dove of the Desert^ 

The church was completed in 1797 and is often referred to as one of the finest examples of 

Spanish mission architecture in the present-day United States. Rockfellow became 

acquainted with the church of San Xavier del Bac about one hundred years later, after the 

building had deteriorated for nearly seventy years, but she would see its revival later in the 

twentieth-century. 

A change in policy toward the Indians at the end of the eighteenth century 

augmented the civilian population in and around the Presidio. The fortification helped 

change the military strategy from a defensive one to an offensive one. The Spanish set up a 

successful reservation policy (very like the one set up eighty years later by the Americans), 

which included setting aside land and supplying the Indians with rations of beef, sugar, 

and liquor, the last to keep them submissive and dependent on the Spaniards for supply.^^^ 

By 1821 the Spanish colonial era had come to an end when Mexico won its 

independence after an eleven year war. The change seemed at first of littie consequence to 

those northern most Spanish settlements, as many of those in command remained during 

the early years of Mexican rule. In 1821, Tucson's population consisted of sixty-two. 

That number was in addition to the soldiers and their families, who owned around 5,600 

head of cattle and numberless flocks of sheep. ̂ ^ The internal political struggles of Mexico 

Bemice Cosulich, Tucson, Arizona Silhouettes, 1952, 27. 
1 John B. Harle, Tucson: Portrait of a Desert Pueblo^ Windsor Publications, 1980,15. 

^ Odie B. Faulk, Arizona : A Short History:, University of Oklahoma Press, 1970,47. "Tucson --
which constituted the only major settlement in Arizona in 1821 -- was not impressive when the Mexican 
flag first was raised above it. Built in the form of a square, it was enclosed by 10 to 12 foot-high walls 
some 750 feet long. These walls were 3 feet thick at the base, constructed of adobe bricks, measuring 4 by 
12 by 18 inches, held together by mortar of a dark brown color. The soldiers' quarters were along the south 
wall, the roof serving as a parapet as did the roofs along the other three sides. Stables ran along the north 
wall, while civilian homes were adjacent to the east and west walls. Only one gate allowed entry; above it 
was a station for a sentinel. Other buildings were scattered inside the city, including a church, which 
measured some 10 by 20 feet. Three plazas gave open space for drilling the troops, dancing, courtship, and 
other recreational activities: the Plaza Militar in front of the stables, the Plaza de las Armas before the 
soldiers' quarters, and the Plaza Iglesia before the church. Only one store was inside this enclosure, a saloon 
dispensing mescal owned by Juan Burruel. Outside the wall were three other stores which sold less 
necessary items. 
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were taking place on both the national and local levels. Arizona was part of the Free State 

of the West called Occidente, which also included the present day Mexican states of Sonora 

and Sinaloa, but this union only lasted until 1831. A separatist movement caused the break 

up of Occidente, making Arizona a part of Sonora until it became part of the United States 

in 1854. 

During the Mexican period, Tucson and Tubac were the only Mexican settlements 

on record in the north. The population of Tucson increased by nearly a third every decade 

during that time: in 1821 there were 395 people living in the Presidio; in 1831 there were 

465; in 1848 there were 760;^^^ in 1860 there were 929; and in 1864, one year after 

P r e s i d e n t  L i n c o l n  s i g n e d  t h e  a c t  c r e a t i n g  A r i z o n a  a  t e r r i t o r y ,  t h e r e  w e r e  1 , 5 6 8 . T h e  

civilian population fluctuated considerably during Mexican rule as there did not seem to be 

adequate military protection from raids by the Apache Indians. Most Tucsonans were 

involved in agriculture, an enterprise that took place outside the fortified walls of the 

presidio. Many raised cattle which were a target of Indian raids. In addition to the 

problems with the cattle industry, water was a big issue for the settlers. According to one 

treaty, the Pima village to the west of Tucson was to receive tliree quarters of the water and 

the setders one quarter. As a result there was an exodus of civilians in the late 1820s, 

which forced the soldiers to import their grain from further south. 

"Few of the living quarters inside the city had windows. Doors generally were made of brush or 
cactus ribs tied with rawhide. A small fireplace built in a comer served as cook stove and source of heat. 
The residents generally slept on the floor rolled in blankets. Chairs and tables were in short supply, as were 
most types of furniture: therefore meals were served on the floor or on the ground outside the huL Perhaps 
a trunk or chest held the family's scant possessions, which seldom included more than a few pieces of 
clothing, cooking utensils, and religious objects. Cock fights, horse racing, observance of the local patron 
saint's day, gambling, and fandangos (dances) provided relief from the tedium, hard work, and danger which 
constituted their lives. 

Thomas E. Parish, History of Arizona, The Filmer Brothers Electrotype Company, 1915, 233. 
' "Historical Population Growth," Data collected from the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, 
Arizona, 
' John B. Harte, Tucson: Portrait of a Desert Pueblo^ Windsor Publications, California, 1980,21. 
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Mexican independence brought one change that had a devastating effect on the 

missions. In 1827 the new government expelled all priests who had been bom in Spain 

and confiscated all the property of the missions, including oxen, tools and seeds, items that 

the Indians relied on the priests to provide. As a result, many Indians left the villages and 

joined disaffected Indians in the desert. 

Over the years a few paities of Americans passed through Tucson, but it was not 

until 1846, the year the Mexican-American War began, that Tucson's relationship with 

Americans began to be much closer. That same year the Mormon Battalion raised the first 

American flag over Tucson. Two years later, when the war ended, gold was discovered at 

Sutter's Mill in California, thus significantly mcreasing traffic from the east to the west. 

While many in Tucson left after the war, having headed south on the El Camino Real with 

all the belongings they could pack on a wagon, others stayed. In 1854 a treaty known as 

the Gadsden Purchase was signed. From that treaty the new boundaries between the 

United States and Mexico were drawn. Arizona and New Mexico were at first considered 

one territory, but separatist movements sprang up almost immediately. 

Much of the strength of these separatist movements was from relative newcomers, 

men who came primarily seeking mineral wealth. Charles D. Poston, a native of 

Kentucky, who came to Arizona in search of silver, did much to achieve separate tenitorial 

status for Arizona . In 1856 a convention was held in Tucson which was to ask Congress 

to separate Arizona from the Territory of New Mexico. By the time Abraham Lincoln 

signed the act creating Arizona Territory in 1863, Tucson had already an established post 

office, was a stop on the Birch stage line and was included in the diocese of Sante Fe 

(thereby improving religious conditions.) The Vicar General of New Mexico believed a 

new church was needed at Tucson, and construction of San Augustin commenced. 

Construction on San Augustin continued for over two decades, through the period of the 
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American Civil Wai" and economic recessions. When Rockfeliow arrived San Augustin 

was no longer used as a church, but as a hotel and in the 1930s Rockfeliow would be an 

outspoken proponent of saving the historic building. 

Early in the Civil War, Arizona was sympathetic to the Confederacy and even sent a 

delegate to the Confederate Congress, but that same year a Union force that had formed in 

California recaptured Arizona for the Union. After the War ended, the territorial 

legislature, which had been meeting at Prescott, was moved to Tucson. The move of tlie 

capital to Tucson was not a great boon to the economy as it was not ladened with 

bureaucracy and only met every other year. Nor was there an economic disaster when it 

moved back to Prescott ten years later. The legislature met at Tucson for five sessions, 

from 1867 to 1877, before being moved back to Prescott.'^® For the most part the men 

who held political offices during the territorial period were political appointments and most 

were newcomers to the area. 

In 1880 the Southern Pacific made its way from California, over the Colorado 

River at Yuma, to Tucson. Tucson had already been a prominent center for the distribution 

of freight, but when the raikoad arrived most of its 7,000 inhabitants welcomed it with 

grand festivities. Prior to the railroad, freight was brought in by mule-teams from Denver, 

from Austin, by way of Mesilla, to a slight extent from Salt Lake City and through Sonora 

from Guayrnas, but most came from San Francisco via Los Angeles.'In addition to the 

Southern Pacific, there was also the Central Pacific and a connecting line to Guaymas on 

the gulf, all of which made Tucson an important hub. 

When Rockfellow's brother John Rockfeliow arrived at Tucson in 1889 many of 

the city's major personalities were around his same age. Names like Drachman, Hughes, 

' H u b e r t  H .  B a n c r o f t ,  History of Arizona and New Mexico^ The History Company, Publishers, 1889, 
526. 
119 Ibid., 602. 
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Steinfeld, Tully and Salpointe would in time be associated with the neighborhoods, streets, 

schools, newspapers, and prominent houses, of Tucson. By 1889 at least four 

newspapers had been started up, closed down and/or changed hands. The Arizona Daily 

Star was in business already a decade. The Territorial capital, which had been moved from 

Tucson to Prescott in 1877, was moved once again the year John arrived, but this time to 

Phoenix. A legislative act in 1885 created the University of Arizona. Its organization and 

construction were underway in 1889, but the campus was not ready to accept students until 

1891. John Rockfellow became a professor of mathematics at the University and soon 

after secured a teaching position for his sister. 

With the encouragement of her brother, Rockfellow ventured west for the first time 

in 1895, Tucson was a growing town with approximately six thousand inhabitants. The 

people of Tucson were engaged in numerous economic enterprises. They were members of 

various religions, and they were a mixture of old blood and new blood. The architecture 

Rockfellow saw was just as varied. It included territorial (with its deep overhangs, 

sleeping porches and "pointed roofs"), variations of Victorian, classical, mission, and 

pueblo style adobe. Rockfellow only stayed two years before returning to the east, and 

would return to the Southwest in 1909, but that time her sojourn was on her brother's 

ranch, near Tombstone, a silver boom town south east of Tucson. During tiie year 1910, 

at the Cochise Stronghold, as the ranch was called, Rockfellow cared for her ailing father. 

She spent a lot of time horse back riding and became more and more enamored with the 

desert. After her father passed away she returned once again to practicing architecture on 

the east coast, but it would be only five years before she would make the permanent move 

to Tucson, a town which in 1915 had over fifteen thousand inhabitants. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE ARCHITECTURAL CONNECTION: 

THE SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION OF 1915 

In the autumn of 1914 Rockfellow traveled to California and one of the places she 

visited had, by her own admission, a profound effect on the buildings she would later 

design and her philosophy of design appropriateness. The architecture of the Panama-

California Exposition in Balboa Park, San Diego, impressed Rockfellow so much, that she 

wrote that she found the "lessons" helpful later for southwestern adaptation. 

Expositions were numerous in the later nineteenth centiuy. These world fairs 

coincided with the advancements nations were experiencing because of the First and then 

the Second Industrial Revolutions. The expositions celebrated industrial inventions and set 

the stage for introduction and promotion of new products. The architects strived for 

grandeur in their design of the exposition buildings. Very often classical styles of 

monumental scale were chosen to house the displays. The organizers of the Panama-

California Exposition decided on an architectural style they believed was more appropriate 

to the cultural and regional history of southern California. They chose the Spanish 

Colonial Style of Mexico. 

The Exposition was to commemorate the completion of the Panama Canal. San 

Francisco had organized before San Diego, the Panama-Pacific Exposition. San 

Francisco's was on a larger scale and more in keeping with the precedent that had been set 

by earlier world fairs. 

Carleton M. Winslow, The Architecture and the Gardens of the San Diego Exposition, Paul Elder and 
Company, San Francisco, 1916,12. 



Figure 6. Bertram Goodhue, Gate of San Diego. San Diego, 
California, ca 1915. 
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The organizers in San Diego did not feel that their exposition was a world's fair in the 

strictest sense, perhaps giving them a greater sense of freedom to choose a theme that had 

more of a relationship to their city. A fourteen-hundred acre tract of land with mesas and 

canyons, situated in the heart of the city, was the intended site for the exposition. The 

advisory and consulting architect of the exposition, Bertram Goodhue, had this to say of 

the chosen architectural style: "the Spanish Colonial style of Mexico, of which our Mission 

style is an outgrowth, was decided upon, not only because of this style's historical 

significance in California but because it is most suited to the climate and also has the gaiety 

and color so necessary for a fair." It was felt that where earlier fairs had glorified the 

monumental, the Panama-California Exposition would focus on the elements of charm and 

variety associated with Spain. 

There were more than twenty buildings, some of which reflected their sponsor's 

regional architecture rather than following the overall theme. For example, the New 

Mexico Building was pueblo style. With massive weathered beams protruding from the 

exterior walls, it was a building that could well have served as inspiration for Rockfellow's 

design of tlie Desert Sanitorium. But it was the Spanish Colonial style of Mexico that 

seemed to make the most enduring impression on Rockfellow, as well as on many other 

architects and visitors. 

The Spanish-Colonial style of Mexico can best be described as the massing of 

ornament on large surfaces of blank wall. The omament relies less on its fine detail (as did 

its predecessor in Spain), than on giving a sense of horror vacui. The Spanish Colonial 

architecture that can be found in Mexico City, Guadalajara, Oaxaca, and elsewhere, was the 

result of the merging of two very different groups of people. The Spanish Conquistadors 

brought the architecture of Spain with them, architecture that was influenced by the 

Moorish conquestors of the Spanish peninsula hundreds of years before. The Aztecs, who 
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provided the labor for the buildings, had already evolved construction techniques of their 

own, which included a cruder style of sculpture. 

The sculpture embellishing the principal ceremonial entrance to the Exposition, the 

Gate of San Diego (fig. 6), employs classical quotes, but in the regional dialect. Columns, 

capitals, and pediments, were present. In the spirit of a Roman triumphal arch the sculpted 

figures symbolizing the Adantic and Pacific oceans joining waters together were included 

as a commemoration, that of the opening of the Panama Canal. The San Diego coat of 

arms was used as a crown to the arch. Rockfellow and all the visitors would have passed 

through this gate and entered the Plaza de California to view the architecture furnishing the 

keynote of the exposition, 

To the left was the cathedral-like California State Building (fig.7), a cathedral type 

building. The richly ornamented frontispiece is said to have been inspired by the actual 

cathedral at Oaxaca, Mexico. Again the massing of luxuriant ornament is in stark contrast 

to the adjoining plain, plastered wall. Although on a different scale, RockfeUow's Safford 

School at Tucson follows a similar idea, in that the entrance to tlie building is celebrated 

with an elaborately omamented frontispiece (fig. 10), whereas the adjoining walls are plain 

plaster. 

TTie inclusion of regionally significant sculpture, as was employed on so many of 

the buildings at the Panama-California Exposition, could also have been an inspiration to 

Rockfellow. Like the sculpture on the frontispiece of the California State Building, which 

included historical figures, the Safford School frontispiece includes figures significant to 

education. 

Christian Brinton,^/»i/jrm/o/ii of the art at the Panama-Pacific Exposition: With a Chapter on the 
San Diego Exposition and an Introduction Essay on the Modern Spirit in Contemporary Painting^John 
Lane Company, New York, 1916,30-40. Brinton describes the Panama-California Exposition as one 
would have experienced walking Ihe grounds. 



Figure 7. Bertram Goodhue, California State Building. 
San Diego, California, ca 1915. 



Figure 8. The Main Axis of the Exposition, San Diego, California, ca 1915. 
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Tlie El Conquistador Hotel at Tucson (fig. 13), a building designed with the only 

ornament at the entrance, is another example for which the Exposition may have provided 

important inspiration. The entrance, an arched gate-like structure, incorporates sculpture 

derived directly from the region; saguaro, ocatillo, and barrel cacti naturally arranged on the 

entablature and prickly pear cactus capitals crown baroque columns. The hotel also had a 

tower or campanielo adjacent to the entrance, another identifiable feature of the Spanish 

-Colonial architecture that Rockfellow would have seen at the Exposition (fig.8) 

Rockfellow was only one of many Tucsonans who visited the fair at San Diego. 

Buildings, such as those designed by Josias Joesler, Roy Place, and others, were probably 

inspired to some extent by the buildings of the Panama-California Exposition. Examples of 

such were the Veterans Administration Hospital of 1927, the Pima County Court House of 

1928, and the Benedictine Sanctuary of Perpetual Adoration of 1940.^22 Jaastad and those 

in his office designed numerous buildings in Tucson and around the southwest that 

represented architectural styles as varied as Romanesque Revival, Spanish Colonial and 

Mission Revival, Pueblo, Art Deco, Neoclassic, and Gothic Revival. Rockfellow said 

herself, that she could deliver a classical school house for a mining town if asked, but felt 

that the Spanish Colonial of Mexico and the Pueblo style of the Indians was the most 

appropriate for the region. 

Rockfellow made note of architecture throughout her life: from the school house 

she attended as a child to those monuments she saw while bicycling through Europe. 

Although she admitted in her own biographical notes that the buildings she saw at the San 

Diego Exposition had a profound effect on her philosophy of design. She said herself that 

the "lessons" learned at the Exposition were helpful in the subsequent years working in the 

southwest. 

Lawrence Cheek, "From Homegrown Garden of Allah to Great American Transplant," Arizona 
Highways, 60, May 1984, 15. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ROCKFELLOW'S ARCHITECTURAL LEGACY 

"The work [in Jaastad's office] proved so interesting that I stayed, 
as chief designer, ten years before I went back to New York State, and then 
only to greet my fiiends and sell everything but the cemetery lot, and 
returned to the Tucson office. In all I was there twenty two years, taking 
part in all the work and supervision, but principally the designing. "123 

In a 1933 interview for the Arizona Daily Star, Kathleen O'Donnell said that it only 

took a few trips through the territory for Rockfellow to forget the familiar architecture of 

the east and adopt and help "perk up" that style of buUding created by the Indian and 

Mexican peoples in the southwest She said that Rockfellow loved architecture and she 

wanted to help Tucsonans build a city with a flat sprawling type of building with a low roof 

which she felt was appropriate for a flat topography. Rockfellow is quoted saying, "A 

home built in the foothills or on a hillside or near jagged mountains will be much more 

attractive if built with an uneven and pointed roof and made to fit into the landscape." 

In 1915 Rockfellow did some freelance work for the office of Henry O. Jaastad, 

Architect, Tucson. In the spring of 1916, when she returned to Tucson after her travels 

through California, she accepted Jaastad's earlier offer of a position in his office. ̂ ^4 

123 A.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938,3. 
"Scope and Content of the Collection," description of the Jaaslad collection at the Arizona 

Architectural Archives. "Through the years, many people worked for Jaastad. Some names from the early 
years are: M.J. Calhoun, probable designer of the Nogales Town Hall; D. Burr DuBois, who designed the 
towers of St. Augustine Cathedral; Prentice Duell, later an archaeologist, educator, and restoration architect 
at Williamsburg, VA., who also made the first measurements of San Xavier del Bac and who assisted 
Jaastad in his study of the Arizona and Sonora, Mexico missions; Eleazar D. Herreras, chief designer of the 
remodeling of St. Augustine Cathedral, and architect for the restoration of San Xavier del Bac in the early 
1950s: Anne G. Rockfellow, Frank W. Sharman, and others." 
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Jaastad, a Norwegian-bom cabinet maker, came to Tucson in 1902 by way of 

Marshfield, Michigan. He was thirty years old. By 1908, he had completed a course of 

study through the International Correspondence School and the same year he opened his 

architectural practice. Soon after that he enrolled at the University of Arizona for the study 

of electrical engineering. Until 1912, his work consisted mainly of residential buildings, 

but after that his practice expanded to include commercial buildings, schools, churches, 

hospitals and other buildings for public use. Jaastad was one of the earliest architects in 

Arizona to be registered. The Arizona Technical Registration Board of Architecture was set 

up in 1921 and Jaastad was listed as #39 in 1922. 

In a 1981 article that appeared in the Tucson Citizen^ Lawrence Cheek 

wrote," his fu-st decade or so was no great shakes. He designed dozens of rather shy 

Victorian and bungalow houses around Amory park and the West University 

neighborhood. "This stuff could have been designed by any Scandinavian immigrant 

carpenter-tiuTied-architect anywhere in America," Harris Sobin says. "It's almost anti-

regional.... But around 1915 something began to click."i25 

When Rockfellow signed on with Jaastad, Tucson was growing at a pace fast 

enough to keep the building industry busy and to give several architectural firms plenty of 

work. Just a few years before Rockfellow made Tucson her home, Arizona had been 

granted statehood. The State and particularly Tucson had already become a popular place 

for people to spend the winters and for people with certain ailments to seek the cure of the 

dry desert climate. Hotels such as the San Xavier Hotel, the Cosmopolitan Hotel, the 

Omdorff Hotel, and the Santa Rita Hotel were built to accommodate those travelers and 

seasonal visitors. Those that came out of desperation in search of a cure for their 

'25 Lawrence W. Cheek, "Henry Jaastad: The Sensitive Architect Who Left a Mosaic of Styles," Tucson 
Citizeiiy March 9, 1981. Harris Sobin is a University of Arizona professor of architecture. 
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tuberculosis or other illnesses took up residence at TentviUe, located just outside Tucson in 

the area north of the present day University of Arizona between First and Campbell 

Avenues. There was some relief for those living in TentviUe in 1910 when Reverend 

Oliver Comstock opened what became Tucson's first charity hospital. Around 1920 

Rockfellow would design additions to the Comstock hospital and design the first buildings 

of the Desert Sanitorium.^^e 

Tucson had been home to the automobile since the turn of the century, but only 

after 1910 did cars begin to have an effect on Tucson's urban growth. More and more 

people decided to live outside the area serviced by the streetcar. Tucson's urban area 

expanded almost three-fold between 1904 and 1924, from 1.4 to 3.4 square miles and 

within the next twelve years it doubled again.^^7 Another mode of transportation, the 

airplane, was not only significant to the history of Tucson, but also to the history of the 

United States. In 1917 Tucson established the first municipal airport in the United States. 

Tucson's strides in every respect continued to be big. In 1927, when the city had 

outgrown the original airport, it had another built, this one located to the south of the city. 

Davis-Monthan Air Field was the largest municipal airport in the United States and the one 

with the longest runways. In September of that year Charles A. Lindbergh was greeted by 

everyone in and around the city.^-^ 

Rockfellow made Tucson her home at a very exciting time of rapid growth, and 

despite periods of war and a great depression, it was a era of prosperity. In the twenty-two 

years she worked for Jaastad she could point proudly to many outstanding buildings as her 

contribution to the architectural heritage of the southwest. Of her experience she wrote: 

Attributions of designs of buildings have been derived from signatures on drawings, newspaper 
accounts, personal accounts, and or handwriting analysis. 
^27 John B. Harle, Tucson: Portrait of a Desert Pueblo^ Windsor Publications, California, 1980,100. 
128 Ibid. 102. 
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Without the responsibUity of an entire commission I was able to give 
better attention to design and the needs in plans. We "did" many school 
houses in various parts of the state, hotels, sanitoriums, and every class of 
building. I cared least for residence work... too much time spent in 
prolonged conferences and too many changes. What really though, gave 
me a "headache" was having to design a classical school building for a 
mining camp! A studied carelessness in building with the native stone could 
be made so appropriate and picturesque without in the least interfering with 
the right lighting and seating. The classical trustees would invariably call 
for brick construction, the bricks to be hauled from any distance!! 1^9 

A few of the designs in Tucson that Rockfellow was directly responsible for were 

the Safford School, the Southern Arizona Bank and Trust Co. building, the Christian 

Science church, the first buildings of the Desert Sanitorium, the El Conquistador Hotel, the 

La Fonda Buen Provecho Inn, the Young Women's Christian Association building, and 

many residences within and without the city limits. Rockfellow also contributed designs, 

mostly for schools, in other parts of Arizona and New Mexico. The Allison-James School 

in Santa Fe and the Menaul School in Albuquerque are two examples. In Arizona she 

designed commercial, civic, religious, and residential buildings in towns such as Safford 

and Miami. 130 Many of her most notable designs drew the media's attention. Not only 

were the financing of those projects discussed, the architectural schemes were often 

described in detail. 

Of the Safford School (figs. 9 and 10), (which was built in 1917 and decades later 

would be described as "the building in which Jaastad seemed to reach artistic maturity... 

and easily the most beautiful school building in Tucson, ")131 an article appeared in the 

^29 a.G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 3. 

A.G. Rockfellow, for the Arizona Historical and Pioneer Society, 1933,3. The drawings for many 
other buildings have been attributed to Annie by hand writing analysis, to what extent the designs of those 
buildings can be credited to her has not been determined. See Appendix A. 
131 Lawrence W. Check, "Henry Jaastad: The Sensitive Architect Who Left a Mosaic of Styles," Tucson 
Citizen, March 9, 1981. 
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Tucson Citizen September 29,1917. It was entitled, "New Efficiency Plan of Instruction 

to be Introduced in New Safford School; Strength of Schools is Due to Teachers." The 

article, written by school superintendent Harold Steele, describes the high standard of 

education in Tucson and the anticipation of the completion of the new Safford School. He 

wrote that the new school was built on the site of the old school building and incorporated 

some of the materials from the earlier building which had been condemned. Steele said that 

the building was not to be overly ornamental and was designed with two definite ends in 

view: first, increased efficiency; second, decreased operating expenses. With the 

completion of the building, the school introduced a new educational program known as the 

"platoon system" or "companion class." With the new design, which located lockers for 

the students in the halls, desks would be put to continual use for study only, as classes 

would be rotated. Prior to the new Safford School, as desks were assigned to individual 

students, very often a room would be left empty, even in an over-crowded school. The 

new method of operation, facilitated by the design, assured the most cost-effective use of 

space. 

Prentice Duell, an architect who worked for Jaastad prior to World War I and later 

went on to teach at the University of Illinois, wrote an article entitled "A Review of the 

Modern Architecture in Arizona." He wrote that Jaastad's interest in Spanish mission 

architecture inspired him in the design of the Safford School: 

The Safford School, at Tucson, gave Mr. Jaastad an opportunity to 
create on a large scale something absolutely true to Arizona and based on its 
historic monuments. It should known that the Spanish Missions of 
Arizona are of a style quite their own in that they seem to partake more of 
the Moorish influence than is usual in Mission architecture... From the point 
of construction and equipment, there is nothing due but the highest 
approbation; not so much, however, can be said for the design especially as 
to the detail. Nevertheless, Mr. Jaastad is to be commended upon his 
breaking away from the commonplace and recognizing the architectural 
traditions of his field. 
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Figure 9. Anne Graham Rockfellow, Safford School. West facade, 
Tucson, Arizona, ca 1918. (note: A. G. Rockfellow is listed as designer.) 



Figure 10. Anne Graham RockfeUow, Safford School. Main entrance, 
Tucson, Arizona, ca 1918. 
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Duell does not mention Rockfellow by name, but on the drawings she is listed as the 

designer. It is interesting to note that Duell was with Jaastad's office prior to World War I 

and also when he returned from the war. He knew Rockfellow, and it is possible that she 

took over many of his responsibilities while he was away. When he returned to the office 

it appears they were not able to work well together.^^^ 

The first buildings of the Desert Sanitorium (fig. 11) were designed by Rockfellow 

in 1926. The Desert Sanitorium was "the first institution ever established in the United 

States that will attempt the cure of tuberculosis by direct solar radiation."i33 in an address 

to visiting doctors the president of the institution, Dr. B. L. Wyatt, described the 

$500,000.00, 32-room hospital in the following terms: 

For the various buildings, the Hopi style of architecture was adopted 
because of its appropriateness ~ the uneven outlines harmonizing with the 
sky-line of the surrounding mountain ranges and the scenic ruins of historic 
Fort Lx)well to the north. 

The special architectural features of the main buildmg were the 
natural and more or less obvious result of making the comfort of the patient 
at all times and particularly during the summer months the primary 
consideration. All of the patient's rooms and porches were orientated to 
face the east and the building was so desired that the rays of the sun can 
not fall upon the outside walls of any patient's room. 

The main veranda is a combination of masonry and wood. Hand-
hewn posts with Indian-Spanish balusters support rough hewn beams, and 
the veranda space will be subdivided by adjustable curtains. 

The attic will contain dead air space, and between the ceiling joists 
there will be a layer of insulating material, which, in hot weather, will effect 
a reduction of from 15-20 degrees in temperature of the rooms beneatli. 

Tliermostatically controlled, oil-buming, hot air furnaces will be 
installed, and in the summer time tlie ducts of the heating system will be 

Allan Waite interviewed Eleazar (Ed) D. Herreras, another designer in Jaastad's office when 
Rockfellow and Duell were there. Herreras told Waite, "when Prentice Duell returned, around 1918 Annie 
had taken his place. There was an argument over the Safford School (Annie had a strong personality) and 
Duell threw the work at Annie and said "you do it!!" Duell left and went into academia." Herraras also told 
Waite, though reluctantly, that Annie was chief designer 1914(?) - 1930s. 
133 (a Tucson newspaper,) "Helio-therapy Will be Method employed; Location Purchased; Three Tucson 
specialists associated with Eastern interests in venture; Architect preparing plans for 32-room hospital," 
November 20.1926. 



Figure 11. Anne Graham Rockfellow, Desert Sanitorium. Original 
building, Tucson, Arizona, ca 1926. 
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Figure 12. Anne Graham Rockfellow, Desert Sanitorium. Aerial view, Tucson, 
Arizona, ca 1926. 
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utilized for conveying througliout the building air that has been cooled by 
washing. 

Every patient's room has a porch and opens into a completely 
equipped bathroom. On each floor, there are private suites consisting of a 
living room, dressing room, bath room and porch.^34 

The Desert Sanitorium grew both in physical size and in its specialties (fig. 12). By 

1928 patients included people who were afflicted with arthritis in addition to the 

tuberculosis patients. In 1928, a $300,000.00 addition (Rockfellow's part in the design is 

not known) tripled the sanitorium's capacity.^^S time the addition made the 

sanitorium the leading helio-therapy institution of the world. The sanitorium had a strong 

board of consultants from all over the country and thousands of "handsomely illustrated 

booklets" were distributed to the medical profession and patients throughout the country. 

Many of the sanitorium staff had their residence on the grounds. Some of those buildings 

can be credited to Rockfellow.^^e 

While the Desert Sanitorium welcomed one type of visitor, the El Conquistador 

Hotel (figs. 13,14,15) welcomed another. The two buildings were on the drawing board 

about same time. The El Conquistador would have a history of rough times, as it was 

completed not too long before tlie 1929 stock market crash. 

In an interview with Mary Ann Duddleson, one of Rockfellow's great nieces, she 

said that Rockfellow always talked about the El Conquistador as if it were her ultimate 

design. The Arizona Daily Star ran an article in 1925 (most probably in the early months 

of that year), entitled "Jaastad is to Draw Plans of Tourist Hotel," which stated that Jaastad 

134 (a Tucson newspaper,) "Details Plans of Sanatorium to Physicians: Visiting Doctors are Addressed 
Today by Dr. B. L. Wyatt, February 2, 1926 
135 (a Tucson newspaper,) "$300,000 Addition To Sanatorium Begins Monday: Judge W. T. Jerome of 
New York Announces Plans to Triple Hospital; Now Member of Board; Herbert F. Brown will start work 
on construction tomorrow.," April 3, 1927. 
^36 See Appendix A. 
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Figure 13. Anne Graham Rockfellow, El Conquistador Hotel. Rendering, 
Tucson, Arizona, ca 1925. 
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was traveling to the coast that week to confer with hotel architects and engineers, and that 

he estimated that from the time of his return it would take thirty to forty-five days to 

complete the required drawings. On October 12,1925, that same paper ran another article 

entitled, "Cactus Garden to be Feature of New Hotel: Committee Confers With Architects 

on Plans for Buildmg," Edwin Lee, the hotel operator, said that the architect's conception 

met with his approval and that work was progressing well. The article also stated that 

special attention was being given to the landscape features. Native vegetation with cactus 

gardens and curved drives were to surround the cottages and main buildings. 

In the September 30,1925 edition of the Tucson Citizen was the following detailed 

description of the El Conquistador Hotel. The article was entitled, "Tourist Hotel Plan 

Drawn By Architect: Arizona Mission Style of Architecture is Used in Plans; Forty Guest 

Rooms Will be in Main Building - Stairs Feature." 

Forty guest rooms are provided for in the main structure as outlined, 
with a lobby., rest rooms, dining room, kitchen and store rooms included. 
A small curio shop will be located on the main floor just off the lobby and 
six of the forty guest rooms will be on the ground floor. The Arizona 
mission style of architecture has been used in the outlines of the building. A 
large mission foyer is placed at tlie front and slightly to the right of the 
central part. Stairs in this tower will be patterned after those at the San 
Ignacio mission in Sonora, Mexico, said to be historically unique. Other 
historic and unique mission stairs will be incorporated into the building. 
... The majority of the guest rooms are to be on the second floor, each being 
equipped with a separate bath. A majority of the rooms will face either 
north to the Catalina mountains or south to the Santa Ritas, while several of 
the rooms face east and west. The distance across the front of the building 
is 130(?) feet while the tower in the main building is to be 45(?) high." ^37 

On November 22,1928, the El Conquistador opened, with the main building and 

four cottages. Headlines in the paper read: "Hotel Will Open Tonight in Blaze of Social 

Splendor; Notable Officials of Government and State to Assemble Around Banquet Board; 

The measurements are questionable as the print of the article is difficult to read and the drawings for 
tlie hotel have not been located. 



Figure 14. Anne Graham Rockfellow, El Conquistador Hotel. South 
facade, Tucson, Arizona, ca 1928. 
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and Southern Pacific Officials and Other Notables Are Expected to be Present During the 

Formalities of Evening." Effie Leese Scott described the splendor of that evening and "the 

appointments of this Palatial hotel," in her article. Scott includes the program of speeches 

and entertainment which was to take place as well as the setting: 

The El Conquistador is set amid a landscape of unsurpassing 
beauty... The lobby has seating with beautiful upholstery generously placed 
throughout the room, and grouped in front of a picturesque fire place with 
its mantel of wrought iron adornment and over hung witii tapestry paintings 
depicting a group of Spanish conquistadors. Roomy tables covered with 
Spanish scarves, contain bowls of yellow flowers while smaller tables 
support colorful lamps artistically shaded. 

Both the north and south sides of the lobby open on sun porches 
and afford magnificent views of desert foreground and unsurpassed 
mountain vistas. 

The floor coverings in the lobby are done in black and deep Spanish 
red. The tinted walls are ornamented with arched recesses covered with 
colorful hand-decorated panels at intervals along the walls, golden window 
drapes bordered with red, green and yellow. Paintings adorn the walls, two 
of which are notably attractive, one depicting Indians at a peace conference 
and another Papago Indian Girls from the brush of Mrs. Charles Morgan 
Wood. 

Opening from the solarium are office rooms, conidors leading to 
shops, one of which has just been installed ~ the Cummings Art Wares. 
Another will be a French shop on the extreme south side of the lobby, a 
spot just now marked by a mai'velous old French cabinet filled with rare 
bric-a-brac. 

The dining room which will form the setting for the brilliant dinner 
and dance tonight is attractive with its ceiling and pillars done in soft green 
splashed with pink and gold. Spanish electroliers are suspended in goodly 
numbers from the decorated beams. On the west wall is a huge Spanish fire 
place, unusual in design, in that it is an elevated fire place, surmounted with 
cement mantel with side indentuies fonning inviting nooks for bric-a-brac. 
For the dinner tonight the speakers table will be at the north side of the room 
and the orchestra will play from a mounted balcony on the south. 

Across the north side of this spacious room where 300 dinner guests 
may be comfortably seated, are a group of commodious bungalows, 
designed by John Murphy are being completed, north of the patio, all being 
distinctive in architecture beauty. Bungalows, as well as all guest rooms, 
have their sleeping porches. 

This magnificent hotel is built of brick, finished with terra cotta 
stucco. It is roofed with Manville asbestos and red tile, and costs 
approximately half a million dollars. 
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As stated earlier, the drawings for the El Conquistador have not been located; 

therefore it is not possible to determine the designer by signature or handwriting analysis. 

But in her own personal accounts Rockfellow stated that she was the designer. In 

subsequent newspaper articles she is given credit for the design of the hotel as well as 

numerous other buildings, and her colleague, Ed Herreras, told her great-grand nephew, 

Allan Waite, that she was chief designer for Jaastad from 1915 through the 1930s. The 

rocky history of the hotel must have disturbed Rockfellow, who considered it "her prize." 

When the depression hit, die tourist market also suffered and much of the debt to the 

stockholders was not repaid. The hotel went bankrupt in 1935 and a succession of owners 

tried unsuccessfully to make it profitable. The hotel was torn down in 1964 to make room 

for "progress."^^® 

Rockfellow was not only very involved with the Y.W.C.A. as a member, she 

designed its building (fig. 16). In a 1930 newspaper article entided, "Y.W.C.A. Plant 

Well Equipped: Ground floor rooms used by public; Residence section on second floor," 

the author wrote, "The new home for tlie Young Women's Christian Association, plans for 

which were designed by Miss Ann Graham Rockfellow, follows the Spanish style of 

architecture, with grey stucco walls and red tile roof." An article that appeared in the 

Arizona Daily Star's November 24, 1929 edition," New Y.W.C.A. Building to Answer 

Vaiiety of Demands," describes the tentative plans to Tucsonans as a kick-off for the fund-

raising drive: 

Tlie plans provide for a handsome two-storey building in the 
Spanish style, which when completed and furnished wiU approximate a cost 
of $100,000. The first floor will include a lobby, reading and rest rooms, 
offices for the secretaries, club rooms for girls' activities, a supper room 
and kitchen, and an enclosed, well ventilated swimming pool, lockers and 

John B. Harte, Tucson: Portrait of a Desert Pueblo, Windsor Publications, California, 1980, 107. 



Figure 15. Anne Graham Rockfellow, El Conquistador Hotel. Entrance, 
Tucson, Arizona, ca 1928. 
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showers. Generous space is afforded in the patio for basket ball, tennis, 
physical culture, and general team games. 

There will be a modem steam heating plant, storage rooms and a 
summer rest room in the basement. 

The second floor constitutes the residence section of the of the 
building, providing a roomy lounge, 13 bedrooms, a dormitory, and the 
house secretary's living quarters. A utility room and small kitchenette are 
also on this floor for the use of house guests. Sanitation and plumbing have 
been carefully planned. The building will be adequately equipped with 
shower baths and laundry service. In addition to the laundry tubs, the girls 
will have access to a convenient drying yard on the rear roof, not visible 
from the street. 

This beautiful building has been planned economically and carefully 
to efficiently serve girls and women with the finest recreational and housing 
facilities. At aU times the buUding committee has cooperated with the 
architect, H.O. Jaastad, to keep the plans simple and beautiful as well as 
practical. Miss Ann Graham Rockfellow, assistant architect, has been 
interested in the Y.W.C.A. for many years, and is well acquainted with its 
needs and activities." 

The funds were raised and the construction commenced at a site located "just on the edge of 

the present business district, within six blocks of the main part of the city, on the streetcar 

line, and only one block from the bus line on sixth avenue. It is in the center of the school 

district and near a group of churches." Rockfellow being an active member in the 

Y.W.C.A., knew the needs of its members, and no doubt she involved herself deeply to 

meet those design needs. Her work was praised by the other members in newspaper 

articles. On completion of the new facility all Tucsonans were invited to be guests of the 

Y.W.C.A. and view Rockfellow's design.i39 October 1930, the building was 

dedicated. An advertisement was run by the Y.W.C.A. that thanked the people of Tucson 

for their gifts and generosity. A special mention of thanks went to the business firms that 

gave equipment and services. This no doubt included Rockfellow's contribution of the 

design. 

139 (a Tucson newspaper) "Tucsonans Invited Guests at Y.W.C.A.; Trained Workers Administer 
Different Y. W. Departments," October 5,1930. 
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Perhaps it was through Rockfellow's Y.W.C.A. connection that she was 

commissioned to design La Fonda Buena Provecho, an inn owned by Mrs. Norma Wicart, 

a long time board member of the Tucson Y.W.C.A.. The inn, located at the comer of East 

Speedway and Highland Avenue, was opened in October 1931. Mrs. Wicart's plan was to 

provide a comfortable place for visitors in the city who desire a "home away from home." 

Ruth Ella Kight described her impression of La Fonda Buena Provecho in an 

October 1931 edition of the Tucson Citizen. In narrative form she described the inn as one 

would experience it on a visit. Of the architecture she mentioned first the archway of the 

wrought-iron gate that spans the brick walk that leads up to the terrace. Terrace lamps and 

Mexican pottery surrounded the blue doorway with paneled door. The door opened to a 

spacious haUway. One passed through columned arches to the living room. A large, high 

ceilinged room with cream-colored plaster and mahogany woodwork. The dining room 

was located on the southeast comer of the building, taking advantage of views of the 

mountains and gardens. The inn included an "automatic elevator!" There were three suites 

on the first floor and twelve rooms (bedrooms and suites) on the second floor. The decor 

and sizes varied. The tile in the bathrooms were modem smooth tile with Zuni tile for 

accent. The second floor also included a sun room decorated in Indian potteiy and rugs. 

This room opened onto a roof garden, again taking advantage on the spectacular setting. 

Right's article spoke in glowing terms of La Fonda Buena Provecho. She seemed 

genuinely impressed by tiie architecture and felt that it would provide a comfortable place 

for visitors. She repeatedly mentioned the inclusion of Indian motifs and decoration, and 

how the design took advantage of the setting. Rockfellow probably would have found the 

design of this project "appropriate to the terrain." 

In addition to hotels, schools, and other public buildings, Rockfellow designed 

store fronts, did remodeling designs for older buildings (even buildings that had been 



Figure 16. Anne Graham Rockfellow, Y.W.C.A. Building. West 
facade, Tucson, Arizona, ca 1930. 
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designed earlier by Jaastad). She also designed additions to commercial properties and 

residences, as well as new residences. In discussing home planning with Kathleen 

O'DonneU for the latter's article that appeared in the 8 February 1933 edition of the Arizona 

Daily Star, Rockfellow said: 

The main difficulty here is that a man buys a lot and has an idea of 
the style of house he wants whether an architect designs it or not. The next 
lot is purchased by someone who has an entirely different idea as to the 
exterior of his home and the two may harmonize but more often do not and 
with such possible contrast each house looks worse for having the other 
beside it. That is too bad! If these home builders would get together and 
plan their homes and gardens we would have a more beautiful Tucson. 

We all know that any building tliat fits into the landscape comes 
nearer to true architecture than the finest design in the wrong place. Here in 
Tucson let us hope for more soft adobe walls and appropriate roof lines 
instead of the possible hard brick and black mortar and ill fitting roofs and 
every building so different as to jar its neighbor. 

Tucson's population had grown to 32,506 by 1930. Housing developments had spread in 

every direction, so the point of Rockfellow's criticism may be impossible to determine. 

She could possibly have been referring to the development called the Old World Addition 

which was completed in 1929. It was located east of where Tentville once stood, spanning 

bodi sides of Campbell Avenue between Mabel and Elm streets. Tlie development was a 

joint venture between John Murphy, a builder, and Josias T. Joesler, a Swiss-born 

architect. The homes Murphy and Joesler built in the Old World Addition suggested a 

variety of European models. French renaissance towers stood adjacent to Tudor half 

timbers, Moorish arches, and miniature Germanic casdes.^'*® Rockfellow actively 

discouraged employment of those styles in favor of the mission and native styles of 

architecture which she encouraged at every opportunity, 

John B. Hart, Tucson: Portrait of a Desert Pueblo^ Windson Publications, California, 1980, 124. 
A. G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-Ed," 1938, 3. 
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Rockfellow did more than just add to Tucson's architectural legacy, she was a great 

advocate for architectural preservation as well. She attempted, although unsuccessfully, to 

save what was left of the old San Augustin church and plaza. There were many Tucsonans 

involved in trying to preserve the church and plaza, but her contribution to the cause was 

more than just a gesture. She did three radio addresses which aired on 11 December 1932, 

29 January 1933, and 26 February 1933.^*^2 each address she spoke in laudatory terms 

of the history and value of San Augustin to the community and she described for her 

audience a plan to restore the building and plaza for contemporary use. She made and 

publicly exhibited sketches of the Plaza project as she envisioned it. The plans were 

verbalized in Kathleen O'Donnell's interview with Rockfellow: 

We have a portion of the old San Augustin church on the plaza 
between Church street and the Calle San Augustin. Why not restore the 
building for a high class restaurant, and add attractive shops on the 
Broadway and Church street sides of the remaining square leaving a 
charming paseo and patio between the church building and the shops or 
studios? 

Make the street and paseo facades equally attractive. Make them 
colorful with Mexican and Indian pottery, Navajo rugs hung over the 
parapet of the roofs, blossoming plants in brackets, typical cactus gardens, 
fill the shops with Mexican and Indian wares, have a club room and roof 
garden for children, enter the paseo by an arched gateway from each of the 
four streets. 

On the north side of Mesilla street across from the old church there 
is a space between the side-walk and the rear of a block of Congress street 
stores. As a rule, rears of stores are very messy and these are no exception, 
but a row of shops in harmony with those I am suggesting for the San 
Augustin quadrangle would hide the undesirable store walls and add to tlie 
general attractiveness." 

In her plan Rockfellow wanted to create a mecca for tourists and Tucson's old-timers. She 

had envisioned that people would walk through the paseo, have a Spanish meal under a 

ramada connected with the restaurant, listen to a Mexican orchestra, visit a real puppet 

See Appendix C. 
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show in one of the studios and enjoy the old time atmosphere of the real southwest.^"*3 of 

her final break with the east coast she wrote in her memoirs, "the cactus gets under the 

skin." It is apparent that Rockfellow was enamored with all aspects of the southwest 

atmosphere and was disheartened to see what she found disappear for the sake of progress. 

Rockfellow retired in 1938 from Jaastad's firm and moved to Santa Barbara, 

California. Tucson, which had a population of around six thousand when she first arrived 

in 1895, had grown to a city of nearly thirty-six thousand when she left. The more notable 

of her designs described in this chapter are but a few of the total number attributed to 

her.i''^ Many of her buildings or remnants of buildings can still be seen today, forty years 

after her death. When she retired she left a significant architectural legacy in Tucson. 

Kathleen O'Donnell, "Women Architect Has Local Career of Unusual Interest," Arizona Daily Star, 
February 8, 1933. 

See Appendix A. 
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Figure 17. Tucson City Map, ca 1954, the year A. G. Rockfellow died. 
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Conclusion 

Historically the influence of women on architecture has been primarily in the role of 

patron, but in the second half of the nineteenth century, a few women paved the way for 

other women to take a more direct path. One year after Rockfellow received her Diploma in 

Architecture from M.I.T., the American Institute of Architects was toasting its first woman 

member. On that occasion the toastmaster said of Louise Bethune, "let us drink a toast to 

the lady member of the Buffalo Chapter. Long may she live and may there be many more." 

The year before Rockfellow's death, 1953, there were 308 registered women architects in 

the country, nearly one third of them members of the American Institute of Architects. 

Although Rockfellow never became a member of the A.I. A. herself, nor a registered 

architect, she worked as a professional architect for over fifty years. 

It was suggested by the friend of a father of a twelve-year old Rochester girl, who 

designed houses for her dolls, that he make an architect of his daughter. The girl asked her 

father what an architect was and promptly decided that an architect she would be. When a 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology catalogue found its way into the hands of this girl 

there was no dissuading her. Upon receiving her diploma a classmate remarked, "Rocksy, 

I am not telling you this to flatter you, but there is not one girl in 3000 who could have 

studied here as you have and been as universally liked and respected." 

The Arizona Technical Registration Board of Architecture was set up in 1921. Rockfellow was fifty-
five years old so perhaps she did not feel any great pressure to become registered. Henry O. Jaastad was 
registered in 1922. He was registered number 39 . 
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In an 1891 address Louise Bethune gave to the Women's Educational and Industrial 

Union at Buffalo, she said, "The profession of medicine and law were far advanced before 

the much needed and highly appreciated woman physician and lawyer appeared. Women 

have entered the architectural profession at a much earlier stage of its existence even before 

it has received legislative recognition. They meet no serious opposition from the 

profession nor the public. Neither are they warmly welcomed. They minister to no special 

needs of women, and receive no special favors from them." She went on to say, "The 

future of woman in the architectural profession is what she herself sees fit to make it." 

Rockfellow made architecture the main province of her life and interspersed it with 

varying pursuits, such as magazine articles, radio addresses, travel, involvement in civic 

organizations, and family. With the exception of a few years, Rockfellow practiced 

architecture on the east coast for over a quarter of a century. Then, as the relatively new 

railroads were carrying Easterners to the southwest, Rockfellow jomed the migration and 

began designing buildings for the ever-expanding population. When she arrived, she was 

completely taken with the scenery and the "appropriateness" of the architecture she found 

and thus advocated when ever possible the Indian styles or the Spanish Colonial of Mexico 

to her clients. 

Rockfellow and another pioneer woman architect in the southwest, Mary Colter, 

shared their architectural philosophy of "appropriateness." Both felt that "the architecture 

and interior design of a building must be in harmony with the environment in which it is 

placed." There seemed to be nothing that displeased Rockfellow more than to design a 

classical style school house for a mining town. She also hated to see the historic 

architecture razed, and went so far as to being an outspoken proponent of restoring the Old 

San Augustin church with a public exhibition of her plan and three radio broadcasts 

describing what she saw as an opportunity to revive the old-time Tucson-Mexican-Spanish 

atmosphere. 



Of Rockfellow's most notable work in Tucson, the Safford School, the El 

Conquistador hotel, the Desert Sanitorium, and the Y.W.C.A., three can be visited today. 

The El Conquistador, after falling into disrepair, was razed in 1964, to make way for a 

modem shopping mall. There are only a few of the original buildings left of the Desert 

Sanitorium. That facility was expanded into what is today the Tucson Medical Center. The 

buildings she designed in other cities have yet to be identified. 

To her friends, colleagues, and family, she was known as one of the happiest and 

seemingly carefree women around. In an interview, when she was asked for a tonic to 

promote happiness she remarked, "You can be happy if you have everything you want and 

you can have everything you want provided you don't want what you can't have." And 

when she retired to live in Santa Barbara, California, she wrote, "Well, after fifty years of 

business and seventy-two of life I retired a year ago and am now living happily in the 

loveliest city in California, enjoying its appropriate Spanish architecture, its beautiful 

gardens, its mountains and sea-coast... 'A dream come true.' 

Anne Graham Rockfellow's sensitive relationships with clients and colleagues, her 

endeavors in print and radio, her role as advocate for historic preservation, her insatiable, 

lifelong quest for adventure, and her undying sense of humor all combined to make this 

woman a compelling figure in American architecture. 

A. G. Rockfellow, "The Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-ed," 1938,4. 
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DRAWINGS IN THE HENRY O. JAASTAD COLLECTION 
ATTRIBUTED TO ANNE GRAHAM ROCKFELLOW 

AT THE COLLEGE OF ARCHTTECTURE 
UNTVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

(Current archive organization followed.) 

Drawings and designs have been attributed to A. G. Rockfellow by a variety of methods, as it was 

not general industry practice to sign one's work. The Spring 1991 examination of the Jaastad 

collection was assisted by Prof. J. Douglas MacNeil who used handwriting analysis to make the 

attributions. Some of the drawings were attributed to A.G.R. from primary source documentation 

such as a brief autobiography and newspaper articles. Then there are a few that were actually 

signed by A.G.R.. 

Abbreviations 

AHPS Rockfellow's typewritten autobiography for the Archives of the Arizona 
Historical and Pioneer Society 

PLPC Professional Life of a Pioneer Co-ed 

HWA Handwriting Analysis (Prof. J. Douglas MacNeil) 

NP Newspaper 

Intrv Interview (w/ AGR colleague or relative) 

Signed Signed by AGR 
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PROJECT # DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING LOCATION 
in ARCHIVE 

Undated non-residential projects 
done from 1912 on. 

(from page 19 of collection list) 

Project 183. Remodeling of the Viking Store 
1 sheet: pencil on veUum 
HWA Dr. A1-4 

(from page 20) 

Project 193. Safford School Administration Bldg., Tucson. 
1 sheet: pencil on tissue 
preliminary plan 
AHPS- 1918 

(from page 21) 

Dr. A2-1 

Project 202. Proposed Methodist Episcopal Church for Safford 
1 sheet: watercolor 
HWA Dr. A2-1 

Projects dating from 1907 on. 

(from page 26) 

Project 33. Boys'dormitory (porch addition), Tucson Indian Training 
School, Esquela. n.d. 
2 sheets pencil on vellum 
HWA 
drawings for several buildings - attributions need to be 
verified Dr. A2-1 

(from page 28) 

Project 45. Remodeling ware house to school building, Miami. 1918 
2 sheets: black and red ink on linen 
4 classrooms 
PLPC Dr. A2-1 
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(from page 29) 

Project 48. 

Project 52. 

(from page 30) 

Project 58. 

Project 59. 

(from page 31) 

Project 64. 

A grammar school for Miami. 1919 
20 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 
"Inspiration Grammar School" 
AHPS Dr.B4-3 

Administration and school building for the Menaul School, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 1919-20. 
23 sheets: black, red, and sepia on linen 

pencil on tissue and vellum 
blueprint 

AHPS Dr. A2-1 

Store building for Mr. W. Goldring. 1920 
1 sheet: pencil on oiled vellum 
HWA Dr. Cl-5 

Store building for the Score Investment Co., Tucson. 
1920. 
10 sheets: pencil on vellum 

pencil on oiled vellum Dr. A2-2 
Three 2-storey stores Dr. Cl-5 
HWA 

Proposed alterations to the Score Building, Tucson. 
1930-36. 
3 sheets: pencil and colored pencil on vellum 
preliminary floor plan Dr. A2-2 
HWA 

Marble plan of Score Building, Tucson, n.d. 
1 sheet: pencil on tissue 
HWA Dr. A2-2 

Residence for Mr. Eric Wick, Tucson. 1920 
7 sheets: pencil on oiled vellum 

pencil on vellum and tissue 
dining room addition, 1927 
HWA Dr. A2-2 

Dr. Cl-5 
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(from page 32) 

Project 70. 

(from page 33) 

Project 81. 

(from page 34) 

Project 86. 

Project 87. 

(from page 36) 

Project 91. 

(from page 37) 

Project 97. 

Proposed club house for K. of C. Council, Miami. 1922 
1 sheet: pencil and ink on veUum 
plan only Dr. A2-2 
AHPS (verify) 

School and administration buildings for the Allison-James 
School, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 1922-24 
17 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 

pencil on vellum 
2-storey building Dr. A2-2 
AHPS 

A high school building for High School Dist. No. 15, 
Superior, Pinal County. 1924 
15 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 
2-storey brick building with a neoclassical entry porch 
HWA Dr. B4-3 

Hospital for the Apache Powder Co., Benson. 1924. 
8 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 
1 1/2-storey rustic buildings includes living quarters for 
physician and Family? 
HWA Dr.B4-3 

Two-storey frame building for White River Station, 
Lutheran Apache Mission, White River. 1924. 
9 sheets: pencil on vellum 
HWA Dr. A2-2 

Girl's school for Evangelical Lutheran Mission, 
Whiteriver. 1926. 
13 sheets: pencil on vellum and tissue 
HWA Dr. A2-2 

School for Lone Star District N. 20, Graham County. 
1925. 
6 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 
1-storey brick building with a bell over front door. 2 class 
rooms and auditorium, central heating. 
HWA Dr. A2-2 
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(from page 38) 

Project 105. Residence No. () for W.E. Rudasill, Tucson. 1926. 
2 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 
HWA Dr. A2-2 

Project 106. Basement revision for Main Bldg. for Desert Sanitorium 
of Southern Arizona, Inc. (Tucson) 1926. 
1 sheet: pencil on tissue 
Plan showing new beams 
HWA Dr. B4-3 

Cottage Plan No. 1, Desert Sanitorium on Southern 
Arizona, Inc. (Tucson) 1926. 
4 sheets: pencil and colored pencil on vellum Dr. B4-3 

Cottage plan 2, Desert Sanitorium of Southern Arizona, 
Inc. (Tucson) 1926. 
6 sheets: pencil and red pencil on vellum 
1-storey, Pueblo style, "U" plan around patio Dr. B4-3 

Nurses' home for Desert Sanitorium of Southern Arizona 
Inc., Tucson. 1926. 
6 sheets: black, red, and sepia ink on linen 
1 storey, Pueblo style Dr. B4-3 

Residence for Mrs. A.W. Erickson at Desert Sanitorium of 
Southern Arizona., Tucson. 1927. 
10 sheets: black and sepia ink on linen 

pencil on vellum 
Pueblo style 

Location of chimney & vigas & design for screen for 
portal for Mrs. A. W. Erickson (at the Desert Sanitorium 
of Southern Arizona, Tucson) 1929. 
2 sheets: pencil and colored pencil on vellum 

Addition to residence ( o f )  Mrs. A.W. Erickson, Desert 
Sanitorium of Southern Arizona (Tucson) 1936. 
2 sheets: pencil on vellum 
bath and bedroom added 

Dr. B4-3 

Dr. B4-3 

Dr. B4-3 

Alterations to Medical Bldg,, Desert Sanitorium of Southern 
Arizona, Tucson. 1937 
1 sheet: ink on linen Dr. B4-3 

New guest room for Mrs. A. W. Erickson, Desert Sanitorium, 
Tucson. 1929. 
9 sheets: pencil and ink on vellum Dr. B4-3 
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Project 106. cont. 
tt 

(from page 39) 

Project 107. 

(from page 40) 

Project 116. 

(from page 41) 

Project 118. 

Project 125. 

(from page 42) 

Project 135. 

Project 136. 

Jacal for Mrs. A. W. Erickson, Tucson. 1929. 
5 sheets: pencil on veUum 
1-room cottage witli fireplace. Dr. B4-3 

Benson Grade School. 1926. 
15 sheets: black, red, and sepia on linen 

pencil and colored pencil on vellum 
HWA Dr. A2-2 
***beautiful sketch 

Apartments for Talley & Brooks, Safford. 1927. 
10 sheets: pencil and red pencil on vellum 
2-storey building with 3 apartments 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

Residence for Mr. J.C. Wright, Safford. 1927. 
4 sheets: black and sepia ink on linen 
Pueblo style without vigas 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

Double house for Mr. E. S. Jackson (Tucson) 1928. 
4 sheets: pencil and red pencil on vellum 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

Store building for Mr. S. Kivel, Tucson. 1929. 
5 sheets: ink on linen 

pencil and colored pencil on vellum 
brick building with 3 stores. 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

New hotel building for Mr. Fred Waughtal, Owner, Safford. 
1929. 
19 sheets: pencil and ink on linen 

pencil on tissue and vellum 
AHPS Dr. B4-4 
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(from page 43) 

Project 137. Mortuary chapel for John I. Reilly, Tucson, A.T. n.d. 
9 sheets: black and red ink on linen 

black ink on vellum Dr. A2-3 
Romanesque style. 2 stories 
Intrv. 

Addition to garage for J. I. Reilly, Tucson, n.d. 
1 sheet: pencil and ink on vellum Dr. A2-3 

" Alterations to mortuary chapel for John I. Reilly, 
Tucson. 1929. 
2 sheets: ink on linen Dr. A2-3 

" Remodeling of building (for) John I. Reilly, Tucson 
1935. 
15 sheets: ink on linen 

pencil on vellum and tissue 
Art Deco Style Dr. A2-3 

Project 139. (Shop fronts for) A. Kaufman (Tucson) 1929. 
5 sheets: Pencil and colored pencil on vellum 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

Project 140. The A. Kaufman Bldg., Tucson n.d. 
17 sheets: pencil and colored pencil on lightweight 

vellum 
ground floor shops with hotel on 2nd floor 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

Project 141. Kaufman property (Tucson) n.d. 
1 sheet: pencil on tissue 
adobe building with 4 apartments and s stores (plan only 
HWA Dr. A2-3 

A store building for Mr. A. Kaufman (Tucson) 1932. 
3 sheets: pencil on tissue 

blueprint Dr. A2-4 

(from page 44) 

Project 

Project 

142. Alterations to the A. Kaufman store (Tucson) 1929. 
6 sheets: pencil on tissue 
2 versions 
HWA Dr. B4-4 

143. Kaufman store, Tucson. 1929 
4 sheets: pencil on vellum 
new facade and show windows 
HWA Dr. A2-3 
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Project 146. 

(from page 46) 

Project 155. 

(from page 48) 

Project 163. 

(from page 49) 

Project 166. 

(from page 50) 

Project 175. 

(from page 53) 

Project 202. 

YWCA building for Tucson. 1929-36 
15 sheets: ink on linen 
AHPS Dr. B4-4 

Store building for Mr. S. Kivel (Tucson) 1930. 
3 sheets: ink on linen 

pencil and colored pencil on vellum 
(Sketch) 

sketch by Anne Rockfellow Dr. A2-3 

H.O. Jaastad - A. G. Rockfellow, Associated Architects 
Kitchen wing, Comstock Hospital, Tucson. 1920? 
5 sheets: pencil on vellum and tracing paper Dr. D2-5 

A. G. Rockfellow, Architect 
Proposed addition to Comstock Hospital, Tucson. 1931? 
4 sheets: pencil on vellum and tissue 
South wing addition (men's ward) Dr. D2-5 

(building facade for Mr. J. Ivancovitch (sic) Tucson) 
1932. 
8 sheets: pencil and colored pencil on vellum 
Altemate designs for a 5 shop frontage. 4 colored 
studies of one shop 
"Annie G. Rockfellow, des. et del." Dr. A2-4 

Inspiration Home, Tucson. 1935 
3 sheets: ink on linen 
Model house for" Tucson Better Housing Program. Division 
Better Housing Administration" 
Signed Dr. A2-4 

Store building for Mr. O. F. Verch, Tucson 1938. 
4 sheets 
Includes 2 sheets of engineering calculations 
HWA Dr. A2-4 
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Margaret Arnold (b.l922) Interviewed November 2,1992 

How are you related to Annie? [Al] 
Annie is my grandfather's sister on my mother's side. My grandfather had two 
sons and two daughters, one of the sons died as an infant. There was my mother 
(Julia), Henreitta, and Phil. [Ala] 

How often did you meet with Annie? [A2] 
When we were children my mother and father summered in Duxbury, 
Massachusetts. We lived in Brookline. N'Annie came one summer to visit us 
when we were about 11 or 12 years old. Other than that when ever I saw her it 
was when ever we went out West to visit my grandparents. [A2a] 

Do you remember what year she traveled to Duxbury?[A3] 
Probably in about 1932 or '33. I know my mother traveled back to New York two 
or three times when she was young to live with her grandparents and go to school. 
She always talked about how much she enjoyed N'Annie, it was while N'Annie 
was still living in New York State. [A3a] 

Do you know whether or not N'Annie work for a firm or was she in private practice or at 
that time?[A4J 

I think she was working for a firm. I don't know if she ever was in private 
practice until she came out West. I not really sure. [A4a] 

What can you tell me from your personal contact with N'Annie about her personality.[ASJ 
Oh she was great! She was always full of joy and happiness and fun. We all 
thought she was wonderful. She always gave us a great time. She loved her 
brother, my grandfather. They were very close, they used to argue but they were 
great friends. I can't tell you how she got along with my grandmother (Hora 
McNare), I have a feeling that it wasn't as good as with my gi'andfather. She was 
always a bit of a tomboy. [A5a] 

Was there a serious side to N'Annie's personality? [A6J 
With us kids she was always happy-go-lucky. N'Annie was very people oriented. 
Later when she retked and moved up to Santa Barbara she was forever going off 
and doing things. On Washington's birthday she went down to greet the Navy in 
her Washington outfit and then she would invite them back to go swimming at the 
retirement home. She had a costume for every holiday. She was just very friendly, 
warm and full of bounce. [A6a] 

Did N'Annie ever discuss feelings she had about architecture, the histoiy of architecture or 
the space people occupy? [A7] 

I can not answer tliat. I wish I could. [A7a] 
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Was she a good correspondent? [AS] 
Yes. she wrote my mother quite faithfully. She wrote a lot of other people as well. 
I don't know why but she always wrote in green ink. [A8a] 

Aside from relatives did she correspond with very many people.? [A9J 
I can't tell, I don't know who her friends were. This is the kind of thing my 
mother could have answered, God bless her she died last December.[A9a] 

In tiying to determine what it was that initially interested N'Annie in the field of architecture 
I feel that her family background might hold some clues. Can you tell me anything of 
significance about her family? [AW] 

I am not really sure what it was that lead her to architecture. She probably had an 
urge to create and it seemed to fit what she was able to do. It was unusual for a 
woman at that time to pursue a career in architecture. When her MIT class held its 
25th (???1912 or '14) reunion they passed the word and asked alumni if they were 
interested. She RSVP'd and signed her name A.G. Rockfellow. The reunion 
dinner was held at the Harvard Club (a men's only club) at Boston, so she was 
not allowed to join her class. They found out the next day what had happened and 
they had a special dinner for her. Who ever was in charge of planning the dinner 
did not realize Annie was female. [AlOa] 

How many siblings did she have and where did she fall in the order? [All] 
Just Jack (John) and N'Annie. Jack was older. [Alia] 

What do you know about Samuel, your great grandfather? [All] 
My mother talked a lot about him and when he came to Tombstone he was known 
as a pillar of the community. Samuel made a big splash in Tombstone and 
everybody loved him. My mother was very fond of her grandfather, she said he 
was a wonderful man. There is a story of Samuel going with a gi'oup of people to a 
branding party, but he could not hande it and turned around with the ladies and 
came back. [A12a] 

Do you know anything about your great grandparents that would give a clue as to why they 
would have allowed their daughter to pursue a career in architecture in the late 19th century 
and then travel to Europe and across this countiy alone?[A13] 

I'd say N'Annie had a mind of her own. She was a woman before her time. 
[A13a] 

Did she ever speak about her school days? [AM] 
She probably did but I don't remember. [A 14a] 

Who was the architect in Rochester that promised and subsequently gave N'Annie a 
position in his office? [A15] 

Unfortunately I don't know who that was. [A 15a] 
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Have you ever come across any of her publications? [A16] 
Only the one Mary Ann has, "The Nutshell." I do have a copy of the "Architect's 
Alphabet" but I don't know where or when it was published. [A16a] 
When she died in 1954, my uncle (Phil) brought her ashes back to Mt. Morris. My 
mother wanted to go and be there so I drove her and father to Mt. Morris. My 
uncle was there and my mother's first cousin who was Mary Ann McNare 
Underwood who lived in the old family place called 'Oak Grove,' in Groveland, 
New York. Mary Ann McNare and my mother (who was very much a lady of the 
manor) were very close and Henrietta, who was a tomboy, and Philip were close. 
Mary Ann married a lawyer in Tulsa and I am stiU very close to my second cousin 
who lives in Tulsa. She is very much part of this whole crowd but she would not 
have any more input than I can give you.[A16a2] 

You mentioned that your Uncle Phil brought Annie's ashes back to Mt. Morris, what 
religion was she? [A17] 

That's a good question, I honestly have no idea whether she was a 
Congregationalist or an Episcopalian. My grandfather was one or the other. They 
were very good church goers. I mostly saw N'Annie at the Cochise Stronghold, it 
was a lot of miles to go to church and no one seemed interested in going. My 
grandfather did help build the first Episcopal church in Tombstone. The minister 
was the Rev. Endicot Peabody. He was the head of Groten School at Groten, MA 
(??? a private school that T. Roosevelt attended.) Rev. Peabody and his wife built a 
summer home on an Island in Northhaven, Maine, and my husband. Warren 
Arnold's, grandfather bought that house from the Peabodys. So on one side my 
grandfather helps build a church for Endicot Peabody and on the other side my 
husband's grandfather bought his house and we still own it. And besides that my 
son-in-law's mother (who is a dear friend of mine) is Endicot Peabody's 
niece. [A 17 a] 

Did she ever voice any regrets having never married and! or did her career give her the 
fulfillment she aspired to when she embarked in the profession of architecture? [A18j 

Not to me but I have the impression that she was fulfilled with her work and she 
did have a close relationship with all her nieces and nephews. I sometimes wonder 
that if she lived today if she would be gay. But 1 am sure tliat she wasn't. I wish 
as an older person that I had talked to her about things like this. The last time that I 
really talked to her I think I was 22 years old. Warren and I were married during 
W.W.n. We had a six month old daughter that I traveled with out to California to 
meet Warren when he got out of the service. We lived for about six months out 
there and N'Annie came to visit during our stay. She had this long wool bathing 
suit. We went down to Santa Ana to the beach, but it was all so brief, there was no 
just sitting around and chatting. [A18a] 

The World Columbian Exposition of1893 held a competition for the Women's Building 
open only to female architects, do you know ifN'Annie submitted a design or did she ever 
speak of that competition? [A19] 

I don't remember her mentioning it, but you know when you are a child you don't 
remember things like that. You remember how many rattle snakes she killed. I 
remember the last time my motlier went out to be with my grandparents. I was 12 
in 1934 and I went with her to Tombstone. I took the train to Tucson, I remember 
it so well. N'Annie met me at the train and I spent two nights with her and then she 
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put me back on the train and I went to California. I can remember being in her 
house and thinking it was over loaded with baskets. There were Indian baskets 
everywhere. [A 19a] 

N'Annie traveled a great deal, were there any particular trips that she would talk about 
frequently? IA20] 

No. I wish she did, I think it was wonderful she did all that. I wonder where she 
got the money for all that travel. She did not really live a flashy life style. [A20a] 
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Mary Ann Duddleson (b. 1924) Interviewed October 31,1992. 

What name did Annie go by? [D1 ] 
The first thing is that everybody in the family called her N'Annie not Annie. I think 
it was because of the kids that we called her that And with her usual panache 
instead of calling herself Nanny she called herself N'Annie. Which I thought was 
very nice.[Dla] 

How are you related to N'Annie?[D2] 
I am her great niece. She is my matemal grandfather's sister, my mother's aunt and 
my great aunt.[D2a] 

Did you ever live in Arizona?[DS] 
No. I was bom in Long Beach California. We spent every summer up until about 
the time I was fourteen at my grandfather's ranch at the Cochise Stronghold. He 
came out and homesteaded that in 1879. N'Annie at the time of our summer visits, 
lived in Tucson and so she always would come out when we were there. We 
would visit her in Tucson so we saw a lot of her that way. She loved to come to 
California so she would visit us very frequently for several weeks at a time.[D3a] 

I have seen plans for a house at the Cochise Stronghold, do you know if that was ever 
bmlt?[D4] 

The house I believe you are referring to was what she had name 'squawgee' and it 
was her dream house. It was on the property (at that point the ranch had dwindled 
down to about 100 acres.) There was a beautiful rocl^ point that she loved and it 
looked up at the Dragoon Mountains. She showed it to me several times and said to 
me that," this is were I'd love to build my home and I would call it "squawgee" 
which is an Apache word but I don't know what it means.[D4a] 

What can you tell me from your personal contact with N'Annie about her personality? [DS] 
She was just the most delightful person and as I told you before she was just my 
very favorite relative. Everybody liked her, she was funny and light hearted and 
very young all her life even v/hen she was in her eighties. She loved jokes and was 
intelligent. We had wonderful conversations and I just truly loved being with her 
every time she visited us. She was just a joy to be around. [D5a] 

Do you know if she was like that in her professional life as well? [D6] 
I don't know. Last night I got out a series of pictures, photographs taken of her 
from the time she was a year and half old up until the time she was a mature 
woman, probably the 1930s, and in all of the photographs she is very solemn 
which is interesting because it was so unlike the personality that I knew. As a little 
child she's very solemn but I think it reflects the way they took pictures in those 
days. I don't think they did expect you to smile. But I notice as she becomes an 
adult, for instance a photo taken in 1895, when she was 29, she was in a very 
elaborate ball gown with her hair all done up in a perruque with a comb sticking 
out. She wore little funny rimless glasses that people wore in those days, in fact it 
was a pinch nez, she looks quite stem, but I think it belies the sense of humor she 
had underneath. I think they were for her work and I am surprised she allowed 
herself to be photographed in them. Because I think perhaps due to the times and 
being a professional woman when there weren't so many she might have worn the 
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glasses as a ploy to make herself look more serious. It would have been like her to 
do that, but I can't verify it. She was very well liked. I never heard of anyone who 
did not like her a lot and admire her. And she felt that way about everybody she 
dealt with. I never heard her say anything about anybody that was unkind. She 
was just one of those people that you liked.[D6a] 

Did she ever say anything about why she chose to pursue a career in architecture? [D7J 
No. She never mentioned it that way, I looked up her father and mother (I don't 
know whether or not you are aware of the genealogy history of the Rubel, Waite, 
Rockfellow, McNare family, it is in the library of the University of Arizona, it is a 
book that was put together by my mother with the help of a professional 
genealogists. Rockfellow was Annie's name and McNare was my maternal 
grandmother's name.) Her father was Samuel, and he was a very active business 
man in the Gennesse Valley, Mt. Morris, N.Y.. He was quite an esteemed member 
of the society there. Of his wife there is very little said, they never did say much 
about the women in those days. Her name was Julia, which is a family name, in 
fact my daughter just named one of her new children Julia. She died quite along 
time before Samuel. I have a feeling that N'Annie's artistic bent came from her 
because I don't think Samuel was that way at all. At least from what I've heard 
about him. They both most have been ahead of their time for them to allow her to 
do all of these things that girls didn't do in those days. They realized that she was 
the way she was, head strong and independent and adventuresome. She had red 
hair. I have pictures of her as a baby dressed up as a litde doll with curls and a 
picture of her at four years old standing, wearing a little boys suit, with high button 
up shoes. The suit is decorated velvet and it has little pants that come down to the 
calves and bolero style jacket It was her brother's, I remember her tellmg me 
about it. Although her brother was eight years older than she, her mother let her 
wear his cloths, his cast off cloths and his shoes. She mentioned to me one time," I 
just loved his boots, but they spoiled my gate." I supposed it made her walk kind 
of clumsily. [D7a] 

How many siblings did she have? IDS] 
There were just the two of them and they were eight years apart. There are no 
records of any deaths of any other siblings.[D8a] 

Did her parents have any particular interest in architecture? [D9] 
No, not that I know of. Her brother, my grandfather, was a civil engineer and not 
the least bit artistic as far as I know. Grandpa did not seem that way at all. She 
seemed interested in art more from the angle of proportions. She mentioned 
proportions so many times to me. We had lots of chats. She taught me a lot about 
elements of line and proportion and color. One time she said," now you ought to 
look at yourself from the side, how you cut your hair, your chin to the top of your 
head should be the same diagonals as your forehead to the back of your head." 
Things that I never thought of. I am quite artistic and so is Margie (Margaret 
Arnold.) Margie's a very gifted photographer and does it professionally. My bent 
is in painting and interior decorating. N'Annie would give us presents that usually 
consisted of the most wonderful things like art supplies. One time she gave me a 
whole box of darling little things for my desk like paper clips and erasers things 
you would use in a desk, these things were just fascinating to a child. Certainly 
more fun than receiving a dress or something dumb like that. I was always so sorry 
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that my daughter didn't meet her, she is so much like her in so many ways, they 
would have enjoyed each other. [D9a] 

Do you know ifN'Annie corresponded with friends and relatives very much?[D10J 
She did a lot. She had this funny old Corona typewriter, and the type-set was 
round, I mean it was in an arch like a rainbow. You know we had her old 
typewriter but we did not appreciate it enough and I just dumped it — I can not 
believe that we did that. I also have her old camera. She loved to take pictures on 
all the many trips she took. As far as writing, she always wrote on the type writer, 
she didn't write many hand notes. I remember her sitting there with a green eye 
shade, you know the kind the gamblers wore, over her typewriter, writing to many 
fiiends. She wrote to great many friends, in the East and other places. When she 
died we heard from people from all over the place. From people I'd never heard 
of.[D10a] 

Did you hear fi-om people outside the United States, as I know about her bicycle trip 
through Europe? [Dll J 

From all over, but mainly the United States. After she graduated from MIT she took 
that bicycle trip, that was the highlight of her life. She talked about that a great 
deal. She gave me one time two wonderful books that had been published before 
the turn of the century on the chateaux of two different areas of France. I still have 
those books, they are fascinating. She loved France, she was quite a francophile. 
She enjoyed that trip more than anything she ever did. [D1 la] 

Did she keep in touch with any one fi-om that trip? Is it true that she went with a 
group?[D12] 

Well as far as I know there was only one other person that she went with. I believe 
it was another lady friend from school. Two girls going off and riding their 
bicycles. [D12a] 

From MIT? [DI3] 
That I can't tell you, I wish I knew. I would bet that the trip to France was partly to 
see the architecture as well as having fun. This is digressing a littie bit, but she had 
a life time friend, named Hugh, I don't know his last name. Hugh had been a 
childhood friend and I think diey dated, but I know they corresponded all through 
their lives. She told me about him, but of coarse they never married, it was a 
platonic romance. [D13a] 

Does any of her correspondence still exist. [DM] 
No, I don't think so, if I ever find any I'll let you know. We aren't very good pack 
rats, and most of the things I was responsible for after my parents died, I was 
pretty bad about throwing things away. I saved pictures and things like that but not 
correspondence, I know historians would want to shoot me. Houses don't have 
attics and basements so much gets thrown away Way to much that would be 
valuable later on. [D14a] 

Did N'Annie ever speak of her education, elementary, secondary, or MIT. [D15] 
No she didn't. I have a picture of her at 11 years old, she all dressed up, she has a 
little coat on, she looks like she is going to school. Her hair is all pulled back. 
[D15a] 
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She apparently went to different places with her father, can you tell me anything about their 
relationship? [DI6] 

She was very fond of him and I think he may have influenced her more than her 
mother perhaps. She did talk about him more, at least to me. The whole family 
loved him dearly. I never of coarse knew him, but he was a darling person, a very 
handsome man. [D16a] 

N'Annie was in her 30s when her mother died. [D17] 
Yes, she was quite young. N'Annie had already lived in Arizona and then returned 
to Mt. Morris to live with her father. In 1906 Samuel moved to Tombstone to live 
with my grandfather. [D17a] 

N'Annie remained on the East Coast after her father moved to Arizona, can you tell me 
anything about the years between 1906 and 1913? [D18] 

In the genealogy it doesn't give the dates of her of her move. [D18a] 

Do you know name of the architect in Rochester that promised and subsequently gave 
N'Annie a position in his offtce?[D19] 

No I don't know who that was. [D19a] 

N'Annie traveled to Arizona in or around 1914, this was when she metJaastad and traveled 
to the San Diego Exposition, do you know anything else about this time of her life? [D20} 

She made a couple of trips to Alaska one of which I believe was at that time. She 
brought back many artifacts, things that the Eskimos don't do anymore. Very fine 
weaving, things you couldn't buy even on her second trip in the 40s. My father 
arranged for her to make a trip on a Union Oil tanker, in those days they took 
passengers. My paternal grandparents and N'Annie were very good Mends and 
they went togetfier. I think there was another trip to Alaska as my uncle (Philip -
mother's brother) was stationed there in the navy during W.W.I. She took pictures 
of everything. She got a great deal out of everything she did. She went into things 
deeply and talked to people, in that way she is a lot Uke my cousin Margie (Arnold.) 
Margie has red hair like N'Annie. [D20a] 

Do you know of any ofN'Annie's other trips? [D21] 
Not specifically. [D21a] 

I found a poem titled, "The Architect's Alphabet" by N'Annie that supposedly was 
published in Better Homes and Gardens, do you know the issue of publication? [D22 ] 

I know about the poem but I don't know what issue it was published in. [D22a] 

The World Columbian Exposition of1893 held a competition for the Women's Building 
open only to female architects, do you know if N'Annie submitted a design or did she ever 
speak of that competition? [D23 J 

I am sure she probably did speak of it but not to me, I was very young and if she 
did I do not remember. Towards the end of her life she talk more about current 
events. [D23a] 

What did N'Annie have to say of her experience in Henry O. Jaastad's office in Tucson? 
[D24] 

I know she liked him very much. I went to the office with her one time and I just 
got the feeling that it was a good relationship. Everyone was very cordial to one 
another. She seemed to be very happy in her work. Of coarse these obsei^vations 
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were through the eyes of a child, but you know you can kind of sense things like 
that as a child. [D24a] 

Did you ever get a sense of what her position was in the office? [D25J 
No. Actually not. [D25a] 

Did she talk about any of her other colleagues?[D26J 
No, not to me. [D26a] 

Did N'Annie ever speak of specific projects, for example the El Conquistador, the Sajford 
School, the Arizona Desert Sanitorium or private residences? [D27] 

The El Conquistador was her prize. [D27a] 

Did she say that she was the designer?[D28] 
She always spoke as if she was. She talked about it as it [the El Conquistador hotel] 
was her ultimate design you might say. And again she had the opportunity there as 
she did with some of the schools that she designed to do the kind of architecture she 
liked to using the vigas and the Indian Hopi look. She felt that was so appropriate. 
She just hated to see people using other types of architecture in that climate that 
really wasn't suitable, no over hangs and things like that. She discussed things like 
that a lot, how impractical some designs were and that you had to have thick adobe 
walls because of the climate. 
The Safford School and the Desert Sanitorium are familiar to me but I don't 
remember anything particular being said. I have no knowledge of any private 
residence. [D28a] 

Do you know anything about your grandfather, John Rockfellow's house in Tucson? 
[D29J 

No. By the time I was around they spent most of their time at the Cochise 
Stronghold. My mother drove me by the house in Tucson one time but I could not 
tell you where it is today. 

(Allan Waite showed me the house that he thinks was the Rockfellow's, it the only 
one left on Mable and apparently has been ear marked by the university for the 
property.) 

I know that it would have pleased them both to have the university make some use 
of it. The whole family were just so loyal to the University of Arizona. My 
grandfather taught there, and of coarse both my parents went there and my brother. 
I was the only weird one, I went to UCLA. [D29] 

In regards public or commercial verses residential projects, do you know if she had a 
preference? [D30] 

It seems to me she did more commercial, or perhaps they just got more attention. I 
know she loved doing house plans. When I built a house she was so cute, she 
went over the plans with us and discussed ideas. The articles that she wrote all 
seem to have l^en to do with private residences. I think being a woman and living 
in a house, women like house, I would think your interest would be that way, you 
would have more thoughts about it. I think a women would be far ahead of a man 
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in designing a home. I wouldn't consider domestic design less important than 
commercial design. [D30a] 

Did she ever own her own home or did she always rent? [D31] 
No, I don't believe she ever did. She always had apartments. At least in my life 
time (1924 on) she always lived in the same apartment. She had a lot of Indian 
blankets and Indian things around and it had one of those cute Mexican comer fire 
places. [D31a] 

Do you know anything about the circumstances of her retirement? [D32] 
I don't know exactly, maybe she just preferred to have more free time. We were all 
surprised when she went to Santa Barbara as she didn't know a sole when she went 
there. She loved the area, she loved the Spanish architecture. Apparently she had 
that plan in her mind for a long time. She had a cute apartment there and later 
moved to that retkement home which was a lovely building. Before you knew it 
she knew all of these people and she was always getting her picture in the paper and 
doing things. I told you about the somoninatica were she rode on the boat In those 
days they had the Santa Barbara Fiesta every Summer, it was a wonderful affair 
with a great parade. She bought herself a 'Tina blubona' skirt to wear to the fiesta. 
She put herself into everything she did with great enthusiasm. 
N'Annie always made her own decisions, it wasn't as though some one put her in 
the retirement home. She decided that it was time for her to go there and she went 
She was very independent. She never did drive a car that I toow of, but she 
always got around. She always seemed very busy doing things with people. She 
took swimming lessons when she was in her seventies, she went to the YWCA in 
Tucson. She loved the beach. We always lived near the beach. When she would 
come visit us she wanted some one to hold her hand and she would jump the 
waves. When I was first married we lived on Manhattan Beach and there was quite 
the beach scene when we were young. N'Annie would come see us and she would 
wear this funny white bathing cap with a little strap under her chin and little white 
rubber shoes and a long black wool bathing suit a la 1920s. All my friends would 
look, but she was so cute, I didn't care and we'd go out and hold hands and jump 
waves. 
She loved to ride horse back and she had done that a lot at her brothers ranch. We 
had a ranch up near Santa Barbara and she took her last ride with me, she was in 
her eighties. We put her on this gentle horse and the two of us went riding. She 
seemed so proud of herself. She said that she could hardly wait to get back and tell 
the people at the retirement home that she went horse back riding. [D32a] 

Did she ever voice and regrets having never married and / or did her career give her the 
fulfillment she aspired to when she embarked in the profession of architecture. [D33} 

Never at all. I never had any feeling that way. She always seemed very fulfilled 
with her work and her friends. She was very close with all her nieces and 
nephews, we all just adored her. We would all go by to see her all the time. I used 
to drive up to get her and bring her down to my mom and dad's home in 
Westwood. I would love to go up to get her, it was never a chore or anything like 
that. We always had the best chats. 'V^en she did come to visit she always made 
herself useful. She spent a lot of time at my mother's house just going through old 
photographs and writing on the backs names and dates. She did a lot of typing. 
She edited the book my grandfather wrote as he was blind at the end of his life. She 
typed up all his little notes. She also read to grandpa using one of those ear 
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phones. She was always busy helping people. She was so much fun people 
would often say, "come on N'Annie lets go do this..." Here I was two generations 
younger than she, but I loved her company. [D33a] 

I understand that there is some connection between Rochfellow and Rockefeller, can you 
tell me anything about that connection? [D34} 

It is the same family. They came to America from Germany, but they originally 
came from France. The family had a chalet which was buiJt with stones containing 
fossils of leaves and the family was called "Rockfuelles." The family crest had 
leaves incorporated. The Genealogy History of the Rubel, White, Rockfellow 
McNare and Allied Families is in the U of A library, published by Gate Way. It 
goes back to the 15th century. The French family were Huguenots and they went 
to Germany to escape religious persecution. From there they migrated to the United 
States. Most ended up in New York. It was going through immigration that the 
names were changed. I believe the German spelling was Rockenfeller, the French 
was Rockfuere. I believe it was Samuel Rockfellow, N'Annie's father that 
changed it to Rockfellow from Rockerfeller. [D34a} 
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ARCHITECTURAL ALPHABET 
FOR 

BETTER HOMES 

A Is for ARCHITECT whom you all should employ 
If you wish a real home for your girl and your boy. 

B Is for BUILDER and your choice you will rue 
If you do not pick one who is honest and true. 

C Is for CLOSETS, and such comforts don't spare, 
A house with enough is certainly rare. 
Have one for the boiler, the table leaves, too, 
And one for the brooms both the old and the new. 
A nice one for linen with drawers and wide shelves 
So that towels and bedding take care of themselves. 
And a coat closet located near the front door 
To hold not one coat and hat but several more. 
At the foot of the clothes chute a closet should be 
To keep the soiled linen 'til wash day we see. 
And the bed rooms ~ in these have two in your plan. 
With shelves, rods and hooks, and drawers if you can. 

D Is for DAMPER in the fireplace flue 
To regulate draft and save fuel for you. 

E Is for ELECTRICITY, that wonderful power 
That supplies us with force each minute and hour. 
There should be outlets for lights in rooms, closets, and halls. 
On porches, in basement, on ceilings and walls. 
For the toaster, the wash tray, the flat iron, and heater. 
For the dishwasher, ice cream freezer, curling iron, egg beater. 
The sewing machine, vacuum cleaner, door bell, and call, 
'twould take a long time to enumerate all. 

F Is for FIREPLACE widi fire all bright. 
An ethical culture and so cheery at night. 

G Is for GRATE in the back of the hearth 
To let down the ashes to old mother earth. 

H Is for HEARTH which should match with the brick. 
And not be cement or some other trick. 

I Is for ICE BOX with a door to the street 
Where the ice-man can ice it without cleaning his feet. 
Or the General Electric or Frigidare makes 
That tum clear water into little ice cakes. 
And I is for IRONING BOARD in a nook all its own. 
It pulls out when you want it and stands all alone. 
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J Is for JAM CUPBOARD with lock and with key 
So the kiddies can't take although they may see. 

K Is for KITCHEN with fixtures so handy 
That working among them makes everything dandy. 
A flour case, breadb^oard, drawers, cases, and room, 
A place for the kettles, pots, pans and the broom. 
The boiler enclosed, a hood over the range. 
All so convenient you'd care for no change. 

L Is for LATTICE all covered with vines 
Built outside the windows where the western sun shines. 

M Is for MILK DOOR built in the screen 
For the milkman to leave his milk and his cream. 
The delivery boy, too , may leave his goods there 
And feel that they are needing no longer his care. 
And M is for MEDICINE CASE in the bath room or hall 
With a light shining over or on the side wall. 

N Is for NOOK for a cozy nice lunch. 
Or perhaps for a desk away from the bunch 

O Is for OUTSIDE where the area stair 
Leads to a basement planned with such care 
That furnace and fuel and store room are there. 
But an inside stairway you should also prepare. 

P Is for PLUMBING, and with fixtures galore 
Don't fail to install one wash tray or more. 

Q Is for QUEEN, the head of the home, 
May she keep it so well there is no wish to roam. 

R Is for RESTING-PLACE in basement so cool 
That in summer you rest as if by a pool. 

S Is for SINK and some kitchens have two, 
One is for washing and one to rinse through. 
And S is for SHELVES, for shoes and for hats, 
For milk bottle high away from the cats. 
For the clock in the kitchen at just the right spot 
To help the good cook serve everything hot. 

T Is for TELEPHONE in booth or on wall, 
Have it well placed for large folk and small. 
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U Is for UMBRELLA, very large and quite round 
With a table beneath it - both fast to the ground. 
Its purpose may be for afternoon teas. 
Or perhaps to sit under while shelling the peas. 

V Is for VACUUM, the cleaner so prized. 
Try to have one and properly sized. 

W Is for WINDOWS, not too large nor too small, 
And a few that disappear into the wall. 

X Is the EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT to those who will try 
In kitchens to work from a stool handy-by. 

Y Is for YARD and one with lawn, shrubs, and roses 
Is much Better Homes than one without poises. 

Z Is for ZENITH, a height that we seek 
As a certain result of a BETTER HOMES WEEK.^'^'' 

ANNE GRAHAM ROCKFELLOW 
ARCHITECT 

TUCSON, ARIZONA 

Rockfellow, "Architectural Alphabet," Better Homes, date of publication unknown, copy found 
in Rockfellow file at the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Arizona. 
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KVOA - For Radio. Tucson, Dec. 11, 1932 

Several times I have told the story of the senator who after his election to office was 

called upon for a speech. He slowly rose and said, "Now that I am on my feet I scarcely 

know what to talk about," when a voice from the audience called, "Talk about a minute." 

Do I hear such a call tonight? 

A child asked his father what an architect was. The father replied, " A man who 

draws lines on paper and then rubs them out." A woman architect does the same thing. If 

the rubbing means new lines that will be more harmonious all is well. If it is to make some 

requested change that will not be in keeping with the design then it is not so good. 

Speaking of harmony, in a recent lecture on City Planning it was suggested that 

architects should plan in zones with the thought of the completed whole. FINE! The 

trouble there is that architects so seldom have the planning of sections. Even individual 

residences are so often planned by untrained builders or promoters just for the money they 

will bring utterly regardless of grace or beauty or of the fitness to the surroundings. 

Any trained architect would be delighted to design a block or estate of buildings that 

would be in unison. In Honolulu you find in its lovelier streets trees aU of one kind in a 

block. The next block may have trees of the same family but with different colored 

blossoms. They make most harmonious streets. 

Here a man buys a lot and has an idea of the style of house he would like. Whether 

an architect designs it or not. The next lot is purchased by someone who has an entirely 

different idea as to the exterior of Iiis home and the two may harmonize but more often do 

not and in being in such possible contrast each house looks worse for having the other 

beside it. 

A flat topography really calls for a flat sprawling type of building with low roof. 

Plenty of chances for that type in Tucson!!! A home built in the foothills or on a hillside or 

near jagged mountains will be much more attractive if built with an uneven and pointed roof 

line and made to fit into the landscape. In approaching the Island of Catalina at Avalon on 

the left on a high promontoiy there is a yellow and white house of a type of Colonial 
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appropriate to the wooded lands of the east but so wholly out of place in that particular spot 

that it makes an architect shudder. In contrast at the right of the rock on the mountain side 

Zane Gray erected an adobe colored building so designed as to fit into its mountain 

surroundings without ajar. 

In my personal experience nothing has given me such pain as to be required to 

design a brick classical school house in a Mining Camp!!!! The rugged sites are much 

more suitable for a good stone building with irregular outline which in no way need hinder 

proper window arrangements nor education!! Any building that fits into the landscape 

comes neared to true architecture than the finest design in the wrong place. 

And what about traditions? Do people from the north and east and from foreign 

countries come out to our southwest to see copies of their different eras of architecture? On 

the contrary our most appreciative guests enjoy what is left of the early Spanish-Mexican 

and Indian types and deplore the passing of the comfortable appropriate and quaint adobe 

buildings which register the historically interesting days of the Old Pueblo. 

And there is a wonderful opportunity to revive the old time Tucson -Mexican-

Spanish atmosphere by rebuilding around the San Augustine Plaza and restoring in part the 

age-old Mission. What an attraction to travelers and "old-timers" to be able to visit shops 

and cafes redolent of the old time charm of the real southwest. 

Now a new road to Reddington promises a possible new Reddington. Another 

opportunity for southwest renaissance!! If we could only hope for soft adobe walls and 

appropriate roof lines and filling stations in harmony instead of the possible hard brick and 

black mortar and ill-fitting roofs and every building so different as to jar its neighbors!!!! 

"Thanks Be" our precious San Xavier Mission still stands and is the mecca for 

thousands of enthusiastic visitors. 

As a closing message perhaps you will be interested in my architectural alphabet for 

Better Homes:-
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KVOA - For Radio. Tucson, Jan. 29, 1933 

In Decemljer, speaking to you from this station, I mentioned the value of harmony 

and traditions in architecture, suggesting under traditions that visitors from foreign 

countries and other parts of our own are not interested in seeing copies of their different 

styles and eras of design, but enjoy what is left of the early Spanish-Mexican and Indian 

types which were used with the beginning of Tucson. 

We have enduring markers showing the location of the old city wall. We have a 

portion of the old San Augustin Mission on the plaza, between Church St. and the Calle 

San Augustin. WHY not restore the building for a high class Mexican restaurant, and add 

attractive shops on tlie Broadway and Church St. sides of the remaining square? Leaving a 

charming paseo and patio t)etween the Mission building and the shops or studios? Make 

the street and paseo facades equally attractive. Make them colorful with Mexican and 

Indian pottery, Navajo rugs hung over the parapet of the roofs, blossoming plants in 

brackets, typical cactus gardens, fill the shops with Mexican and Indian wares, have a club 

room and roof garden and a roof playground for children, enter the paseo by an arched 

gateway from each of the four streets. 

On the north side of Messillia St., across from the old Mission there is a space 

between the sidewalk and the rear of a block of Congress St. stores. As a rule rears of 

stores are very messy and these are no exception, but a row of shops in harmony with 

those I am suggesting for the San Augustin quadrangle would hide the undesirable store 

walls and add to the general attractiveness. 

What a mecca for tourists, and our own "old timers" -- to walk through the paseo, 

have a Spanish meal under a ramada connected with the restaurant, listen to a Mexican 

orchestra, visit a real puppet show in one of the studios, and enjoy the old time atmosphere 

of the real southwest. 

Sketches of this project have t>een made and exhibited and perhaps some day they 

may be carried out. 
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If there is an interest in further historical spots, why not lodge the Pioneers 

Historical exhibit and offices in the old L.C. Hughs house on the comer of Court and 

Alameda? The building itself is a good example of the early Tucson-Mexican architecture 

and is located on tlie site of the old walled city, it is built of adobes taken from the former 

fort that was in that location. Adobe walls are fireproof, and certain rooms housing the 

most precious of the exhibits could be made safe with metal ceilings and metal sash with 

wire-glass. What more fitting than to have the pioneer treasures housed in so historical a 

building and on such an historical spot!!! 
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KVOA - For Radio. Tucson, Feb. 26, 1933 

A few weeks ago, having been asked to speak over the radio on the Program of the 

Tucson Branch of the League of American Penwomen, I outlined a possible project for 

converting the Old San Augustm Mission and its surrounding property into an attractive 

Mexican Center with restaurants, shops and studios, paseo and patio. An interesting 

Zochola in an historical location inviting to our winter guests and our own residents old and 

new. 

I am an admirer of what I term the Tucson-Mexican style of architecture for this part 

of the country -- the early thick-walled adobe one storey buildings showing the influence of 

Mexico and seeming to "belong" in this topography and climate, AND very much in favor 

of preserving and using the best of those stiU standing. 

One of the most restful and interesting of these "old timers" is a building on the N. 

E. corner of Court and Alameda Streets, opposite the north end of the courthouse ~ the old 

home of L.C. Hughes one time governor of Arizona Territory and founder of the Arizona 

Daily Star. 

I wonder if there are not many who would agree with me that this would be an ideal 

building to house the Arizona Pioneers Historical Society. Among the records of that 

Society there is a map showing that the house is within the site of the old city wall, about 

175 feet west from the east city wall and just north of the center of the same. 

It faces west with a long side on Alameda and encloses a patio and ramada. Further 

records claim that it is on the location of an old fort and was built of adobe taken from this 

fort. 

It contains the first board floors laid in Tucson. They were hewn by hand. It is 

close to the site of a stone monument placed recently by the local chapter of the D. A.R. 

marking the spot where the FIRST AMERICAN FLAG was raised in ARIZONA. 
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The building is three blocks from the Pioneer hotel, two blocks north of Congress 

St., and two blocks west of Stone Ave., thus making it accessible to out of town and all 

visitors. 

What more historical setting could be found, ready made, for pioneers exhibition, 

home and offices!! Adobe walls are fire-proof. For the greatest treasures certain rooms 

could be supplied with fireproof ceilings, metal sash, and wire glass. Records are already 

filed in metal filing-cases. 

There is vacant land east to Church St. on which additional club rooms might be 

built, carrying out the same restful and historical arcliitectural effect 

At the time the house was sold by its former owners there was some interesting 

walnut furniture, valuable for its antiquity. That perhaps could be traced and added to the 

exhibits. 

Back in the "long-ago" Alameda Street, which is the southern boundary, of this 

property, was Calle de la Guardia, and once from the present Myer St. east was Cemetery 

St. as it lead to the cemetery then east of the present Stone Ave. 

West Pennington St. was Calle del Arroye, and there was no street corresponding 

to East Pennington. 

Congress St. was Calle de la Alegeria, and Main was Calle Real ~ and Stone Ave. 

was NOT (there)!!!! 

La plaza de las Armes occupied the site of the present city park and city hall east and 

west, and north and south from Alameda to Ott ~ or Calle de la Plaza. 
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FROM TUCSON TO THE MEXICAN BORDER THROUGH THE 
PAPAGO INDIAN RESERVATION. 

March II and 12, 
1925 

By Anna G. Rockfellow 

Did you know there are such places in the United States and right here in Arizona as 

Indian Oasis, Little Tucson, Cowlic, Topawa, Vamori, and others requiring equal guessing 

at spelling and pronunciation? 

I had heard often of Indian Oasis, now called Sells for a former superintendent of 

the government school which practically constitutes the place. There is a church on one 

outskirt of the school and a most picturesque store on a hill and looking like a fort, on 

another outskirt. But I had never seen all this until Wednesday the eleventh of March, and 

to be still more explicit - at 8:30 in the morning. 

Four or us plus a driver, m a new Nash car, left here shortly after six and when 

well out on the Ajo road beyond the pass in the Tucson mountains we enjoyed the 

combination of moon-set and sun-rise. In front of us the moon was growing paler and 

nearer the horizon and the sun was slowly climbing above the peaks of the Tucson 

mountains. (Personally yours truly was eating an apple-and-a-cookie-breakfast along with 

thrilling over the moon and sun. For once my mental alarm clock failed me and instead of 

waking at five, with ample time to dress and eat, it was five minutes of six by "Myrtle" 

when I acquired consciousness and I can assure you that fifteen minutes from pajamas to 

fur lined coat gave no time for breakfast at home. Shingled hair could be combed in the 

car.) 

Indian Oasis was sighted before eight thirty but as we had been told we would 

reach it about nine there was discussion as to whether we should wait by the wayside or 

drive on until nine. We did neither but decided to arrive at eight thirty and see what would 

happen. By nine three of us were in the hospital —looking it over. 
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At ten we left and a few miles away halted to exainine the ruins of an ancient city, 

probably about the time of the Casa Grande buildings. Excavations have been made 

showing walls of the same style of construction and pottery fragments like those found at 

Casa Grande ruins. Mr. Pinkley, the custodian of the latter, thinks this recent discovery 

may prove his theory that the builders of the Casa Grande ruins (near Florence, Ariz.) came 

in pre-historic days from the south building their cities as they journeyed north. The 

general view is that these ancients came from somewhere in the north. 

At Little Tucson we found a stone church with school room in the rear, one house, 

one tree, one dog (but with the appetite of three), and mountains circling it though miles 

away. We were told that Tucson means "black base" and the neai-er mountains are dark at 

the base. 

We were traveling in a southwesterly direction and our next stop was at Cowlic, the 

Indian for "little mountain" but all mountains, litde or big were miles away and the perfecdy 

flat arid plane seemed lifeless until we saw the towers of a lovely little church pointing 

heavenward a mile off. Then we saw litfle interruptions on the mesa made by Indian huts 

and corrals and one large enclosure roofed with ocotillo cactus and grasses where the 

Indians have some of their religious services that are not held in the church. 

Cowlic is 75 miles south of Tucson and is said to have an Indian Population of 

200. Fifteen or twenty of the alleged population were filing from the school room to the 

church for "angelus" when Father Frederick, in the Franciscan cassock and sandals came to 

the gate to greet us. His jolly smiling face and funny little cloth sport hat resting lightly on 

the top of his head were in marked contrast to his somber garb. He seemed much pleased 

at our admiration of his recendy finished stone church with mission front and towers, the 

latter of sun-dried brick and each carrying a bell. They are proud of their two bells. Some 

of these lonesome churches find it difficult to acquire one. 

About a mile farther we stopped for lunch. Mesquite trees grew profusely as to 

number but the only shade was from their twigs and branches, so we sat in the shadow of 

the car with top coats off. Presently Father Frederick overtook us and guided us to 

Topawa where we found another surprise in church architecture. Not a hut or corral to be 

seen but a quadrangle with church at the left, a nearly finished school house in front of us 
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and sisters cloister at the right. The ten or twelve litde Indian boys and girls were having 

holidays from their school work to assist in getting the new building ready for use. The 

larger girls were washing windows and the larger boys helping with the concrete steps and 

little ones carrying away building debris. Father Antone in workman's cloths had only the 

Franciscan sandals to prove his office and he was busy putting the finishing touches on his 

untried heating system. 

He has a small pit at each end of the corridor and in it an air tight wood stove such 

as most of southern Arizona is heated with. The pits are covered and connected with the 

class rooms with wood perforated grills. There are water pipes connected with the stoves 

which heat water for the shower baths, reached from outside at the rear. We asked how he 

was planning to stoke the fire and he explained that wood would be placed in the pit each 

day and a small boy dropped down to put it in the stove when necessary, which wouldn't 

be often anyway. 

Topawa is the Indian for "dogs burnt" but no one had any reason to give for 

naming the place thusly. After awhile we could see a few Indian huts in the distance, but 

the church and school at first appeared to be quite the only buildings in the world. 

From Topawa we retraced our way for a few miles and then headed to the left for 

Vamori where we arrived at 3:45. The warm afternoon sun sparkled on a white U shaped 

school building with a stone bird bath and fountain in front and a fig tree centered in the 

court or patio. The left wing has attractive school rooms and the right half is furnished as 

Uvmg quarters for the school superintendent. The living rooms are built on tlie same scale 

as the school rooms and seem like ball rooms compared with the undersized houses in 

Tucson and the southwest generally. Our bed rooms were so long it took three of us to 

look far enough to see the bed. 

Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker are in charge and made us welcome for the night We 

were much interested in their work and all agreed that if every Indian school was conducted 

by people with such sane ideas and ideals, and with such pleasure and thoroughness in 

their daily routine, there would be much quicker and better results from the education of 

our dusky neighbors. 
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Vamori means "low place where water stays" and there is a large surface where this 

happens and an embankment has been built to assist. There are scattered homes and corrals 

supposed to hold a population of 150. 

All these Indians are Papago Indians and all our trip among the Indians was on the 

Papago reservation which extends from near Tucson to the Mexican Boarder. The 

Papagoes are good workers and self-supporting and live in a good cattle country — when 

there are rains!! A drought of several years has played havoc with the cattle not only on the 

reservation but all over southern Arizona. 

This reservation extends both sides of the Baboquiviri mountains and we were all 

much interested in traveling on both sides of the range and in watching the faithful sentinel 

called Baboquiviri Peak which was always in sight when we were out on the mesa. From 

Tucson, distance of eighty miles or more, it can be seen-decided in outline but hazy blue 

color. Always, since I have known and watched it, I have wished to see it nearer and "on 

the other side" and it was most gratifying to have my "wish come true." It was majestic 

and beautiful from every turn. It is over 7000 ft high and the top looks like a smooth rock 

dome but it is said to have quite and growth of trees on a small mesa at the top. At times it 

looked square and like a huge monument, the shadows suggesting windows or entrances at 

the base, but from the Tucson side the effect is of a dome with round base. We watched 

the sunset color effects on it and the surrounding peaks from the school at Vamori enjoying 

the lights and shadows and constant change of color until all was bluish gray and twilight 

was settling over all. 

Then our appetites gave a leap and we aU "took a hand" at helping prepare dinner. 

It tasted good and the fun we had at table chaffing one another and telling funny stories 

kept us laughing until the tears broke loose. 

Some time when we were not laughing Mr. and Mrs. Walker told us of their 

success with an Indian night school which they had started and how much progress the 

elder pupils made. One of their most enthusiastic attendants was an Indian chief or 

governor 80 years old. It is the first Indian night school on record. 
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The morning of the twelfth after a fine breakfast of hot cakes, bacon and coffee, our 

host and hostess and the year old adorable baby guided us to an Indian grave yard about 

two miles from the school. What looked like a sixty or seventy foot hill topped with loose 

rock proved to be a hill, truly, and there was much loose rock but the rocks were the sides 

and top of sarcophagus-like tombs of Indians. The wooden coffins, which we could see in 

various degrees of preservation, through the spaces between the rocks, had been placed on 

top of the ground and tree limbs and stones used to cover them like litde oblong houses. 

In one we saw the coffin and at the farther end where the wood had decayed the 

skull, and at the side of the coffin the leather saddle. We were told that much pottery and 

such treasure had been placed in the tombs and that even now the living Indians sometimes 

carry fresh pottery to the tombs and we actually found one such bowl placed on one of the 

rocks above some old chief or squaw. At the base of tlie hill are newer burial places and 

these are mostly built of tree trunks, or limbs, and adobe, and there were two or three of 

these on the litde mountain beside the old ones. 

Returning from the grave yard our attention was called to an old grist mill with a 

small tree for a handle. It is still used for grinding com and sometimes a burro is attached 

to the handle to turn the stone but he has to be blindfolded so won't get dizzy. 

It was with real regret that we left our new fiiends, the Walker family. We had 

enjoyed them very much, but it was time to be driving on towards the boarder. 

San Miguel, only a few miles from Vamori, was in general much like Cowlic, but 

the church was smaller and there was a Presbyterian mission there with two very pleasant 

white teachers who showed us a fine collection of Indian baskets. 

There had been some discussion as to whether we should go from San Miguel to 

San Fernando by way of Mexico and run the risk of having our car confiscated as we had 

no chance to get a permit, — or go over "the pass"!!!! "Try not tiie pass the old man said" 

was quoted several times. Various descriptions of the road were given by the "natives." 

We went by Presamita Pass through the Pozo Verde mountains which are a continuation of 

the Baboquiviri range, - and we would not have missed for the worlds. It was decidedly 

varied and wonderfully scenic. Sometimes there was a real road and sometimes an acre or 
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two of "just rock." About half way through we stopped to eat. We had walked much of 

the way and were hungry. It was well we fortified for we found the worst road after that 

and had to build some of it to over come "high centers" which were menacing our low car. 

For the seven miles through this pass Baboquiviri peak was lost to us but the fost sight out 

of the pass to greet us was the fine old peak facing us as squarely as it had on the other side 

of the range. We were now back on the east side of the mountains and followed an uneven 

dirt road for a few miles La Osa Ranch. 

This is one of the oldest ranches in southern Arizona and has recently been taken 

for a guest ranch. Mr. and Mrs. John Wetherell are the guides for hunting and riding 

parties. Mr Wetherell and his brothers were the discoverers and first explorers of the cliff 

dwellings of Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado, and they have lived much at Kayenta 

working with Indians and acting as guides to the Rainbow bridge and interesting points in 

northern Arizona and southern Utah. They have with them two little Indian girls whom 

they have adopted and who are as bright and talkative as any white children. 

San Fernando was our last stop and that is a port of entry from Mexico. The 

customs house and immigration bureau are there and a store and gasoline. Coming out of 

San Fernando we drove up a steep hill and at the top took our last pictures, one of the 

town, if it may be called such, and one of our beloved Baboquiviri peak. A long colorful 

ride home, with Baboquivui first at our right and then back of us but always in sight, the 

Sienita Mts. in sight until we reached the pass through the Tucson Mts. on the Ajo road, 

and we arrived in Tucson about seven o'clock having covered over 450 miles of road. But 

neither miles nor minutes can measure the complete enjoyment of the entire trip. 



The obituary in the January 18, 1954, edition of the Santa Barbara News: 

Annie Graham Rockfellow 

Miss Annie Graham Rockfellow, who had followed a career in 

architecture when women in that field cause lifted eye-brows, died here 

yesterday at the age of 87. She had lived at Alexander House, 2120 Santa 

Barbara St., for the past seven years. Nicknamed "Rocky," she lived here 

with the same independent spirit that marked her career and was frequently 

seen hiking along the water front wearing a skipper's cap. She delighted in 

wearing colonial costume on Washington's birthday and often wore Arizona 

Indian costumes while giving lectures here. 

Rites Tomorrow 

Memorial services will be held at 4 p.m. tomorrow in the 

Presbyterian Memorial Chapel. It has been requested that in lieu of flowers, 

donations be made to the Sophie Baylor nursing fund of Alexander House. 

Miss Rockfellow was bom March 12, 1866, in Mt. Morris, N.Y., 

the daughter of Julia C. and Samuel L. Rockfellow. She spent her girlhood 

in Mt. Morris and Rochester, N.Y. She received a degree in architecture at 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, being the first woman to complete 

their requirements for such a degree. 

She practiced her profession in Rochester, N.Y., Nashville, Tenn., 

Detroit and Tucson, Ariz., until her retirement in 1938. She became a 

prominent member of the communities in which she resided. In Tucson, 

she designed schools, auditoriums, public buildings and residences, and 

was a leader in the ideas embodying the historical and scenic feeling of 

Arizona architecture. 

Surviving are two nieces and a nephew, Mrs. A.G. Waite of 

Duxbury, Mass., Mrs. A. C. Rubel of West Los Angeles and J.P. 

Rockfellow of South Pasadena, and several grand and great-grandnieces 

and nephews. 
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